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HEARING ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
FOLLOW THROUGH ACT

WEDNESDAY. FEBRUARY 21. 1091)

HOUSE OF REPRE.;ENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCEN,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington. IX'.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:10 p.m. in Room
1213i, Rayburn House Office Building. Hon. Dale F. Kildee [Chair-
man] presiding.

Members present: Representatives Kildee. Poshard and Tauke.
Staff present: Susan Wilhelm. staff director; S. Jefferson McFar-

land, legislative counsel: Lisa Morin. professional staff member;
Lynn Selmser, professional staff member; and Margaret Kajeckas.
legislative assistant /clerk.

Chairman KILDEE. The Subcommittee on Human Resources
meets this afternoon to discuss the reauthorization of the Follow
Through Act. Follow Through is a unique program combinin_; the
resources of local schools, universities and parents to consolidate
and enhance, in the early elementary grades, the gains which low-
income children have made in preschool programs, such as Head
Start.

While Head Start has, over the years, been widely recognized for
the important services it provides to at-risk children, Follow
Through has not enjoyed the same level of recognition. Yet, the re-
search on the program has found that Follow Through children ex-
perience impressive gains in reading, math an:-1 language arts.

Additionally, Follow Through research has shown that these chil-
dren subsequently are less likely to need special education services.
less likely to drop out of school and less likely to be held back.
Clearly, this is an investment in disadvantaged children and a wise
use of public funds.

Yet, for the last ten years, Follow Through has been zeroed out
of the president's budget. While it is very commendable that Presi-
dent Bush has requested increased funding for Head Start, I am
disappointed that he has continued the Reagan Administration
policy of ignoring the need for the kinds of transitional services
provided in Follow Through programs.

Head Start and Follow Through were designed to be complernen
tary programs, and a need for one strongly implies a need for the
other. I have often said that the role of government is to promote,
protect, defend and enhance human dignity. This role is exempli-

f f
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fled by, I believe, the strong parental involvement that is found in
the Follow Through program.

I want to welcome all of our witnesses. While the Department of
Education was invited to send a representative to testify, we are
informed that no one is available today; however, they have provid-
ed us with a written statement which, without objection, will be
made a part of the record.

Additionally, our witness representing the Lef lore County
Schools in Mississippi, Dr. Ann Adams, has provided us with letters
from some of her Follow Through students which, without objec-
tion, will also be made a part of the record.

[The prepared statement of the Department of Education and the
letters of the Leflore County students follow: j

f;
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21BThurman Drive
Greenwood,MS.38930
February 13,1990

The Honorable Dale E.Kildee
Chairman
Subcommittee on Human Resource
House of Representives
Cannon House Office Building
Washington,D.C.20515

Dear Mr.Chairman:
How are you doing?I'm doing fine.

I been in Follow-Through For three
years.I have learned how to write
letters,how to use Punctuation marks
correctly,Synonyms,how to plant
seeds,how to abbreviate words and many
other skills. I've had fun working
with the Magic Slate Top Reader Club,
Number Muncher and with the Jack and
the Bean stalk.Mrs.McCain does a great
job of teaching me . Sopplease don't
cut out Follow-Through program.

Very truly yours,
Tineata Boldien

(13-1.11licat,Ck,
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Rt. 5 Box 180
Greenwood,MS.38930
February 13, 1990

The Honorable Dale E. Klidee
Chairman
Subcommittee on Human Resources
U.S. House of Representatives
320 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I love Follow-Through alot.rve
learned Math, Language,Science and

Reading skills.My teacher has taught me

all of them. Please don't let
Follow-Through down. We try hard to
pass our skills that our teacher has
taught us. I've learned how to work on

the computers. I learned everything in
Follow-Through. I like the whole
classroom.I like to come to school and
learn my skills that my teacher teaches

us.

Very truly yours,
John Brown

949-14fry
laitoianj



Delta Apt.2-D
Greenwood,MS.38930
February 13,1990

The Honorable Dale E.Kildee
Chairman
Subcommittee on Human Resources
U.S.House of Representatives
320 Cannon House Office Building
Washington,D.C.20515

Dear Mr.Chairman:
I like Follow-Through very much. I

like to go to my areas and
learn.Everyday I come to school and
learn a lot.When my teacher starts to
teach,I pay attention to her and
listen.My teacher helps me a lot.Please
do not cut off Follow-Through because
it is so Important to me.We have a lot
of fun in the Areas.I like Amanda Elzy
Elementary School.This is my third year
in Follow-Through.Follow-Through means
a lot to me because Follow-Through has
helped me so much.We have six areas in
myclass room.I have lot's of fun in the
Computer Area and the Art Area.My
teacher is so nice to me.

Very truly yours,
Latasha Carter

otectazilou Ccutimi

1 2
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1011 Clay Ave.
Greenwood,Ms.38930
February 13,1990

The Honorable Dale E.kildee

Chairman
Subcommittee on Human Resources
U.S. House of Representatives
320 Cannon House Office Building
Washington,D.C. 20515

Dear 14t.Chairman:
1 love Follow Through.I'velearned

a lot of things in this class.We have

so many things to help us to learn.

Hove to do lots of things In
Follow-Through.Mrs.McCain make things

to help us do better in class.Please
do not take the Follow Through program
away. If the program is cut,the other
boys and girls will not have the
opportunity to do the things we did in

Follow-Through,we love Follow-Through
very much and please do not take it

away from the other boys and girls.

Very truiy yours,
LaShante Golden

54,ttbni



2226 R Luther Drive
Greenwood,MS.38930
February 13, 1990

The Honorable Dale E. Kildee, Chairman
Subcommittee on Human Resources
U.S. House of Representatives
320 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr.Chairman:
I've been in Follow Through for

three years.I have learned a lot about
ILA learned how to write creative
stories and how to work on the
computers.So why stop this program ?
This is an educational program.When we
go to our areas our teacher helps us a
1ot.We have learned many things about
this program.I have been in this
program and I feel that other children
should be in Follow Through.On the
computers ,I work with Magic Slate ,

Print Shop and Number Munchers.Those
games are fun.This program is excellent
I would hate it IF this program was cut
off.

Very truly yours,
LaAndrea E lis

1 4
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Rt.5, Box 222
Greenwood,MS.38930
February 13, 1990

The Honorable Dale E. Kildee

Chairman
Subcommittee on Human Resources
U.S. House of Representatives
320 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr.Chairman:
This is only my first year in

Follow-Through. I have had a wnderful

time. Mrs.McCain is the is the best

teacher that I know. Mrs.McCain has
encouraged us to do more things. I've

learned to do things in the areas.
I've learned how to make things in the

Art Area. I've learned more than I

would in the other classes. And I

would like for other children to have

the same opportunity that I have had in

the Follow-Through program from other

children and that would make me and the

other children in the Follow-Through
program very happy.

Very truly yours,
Robert Moore



Chairman KILDEE. Students a few years from now will be able to
check the Congressional Record and see their work in that record.

As a matter of fact, we keep. of course, copies of the Record in
the Library of Congress. but also, in case we do not have the
wisdom to keep the peace. which I think we have greater signs we
will do now, extra copies of the Congressional Record, along with
all government archives, are kept deep in the mountains of Mary-
land in case of our failure to avoid nuclear war.

A thousand years from now, no matter what happens. historians
will read the letters of the students from Greenwood. Mississippi.
in the Congressional Record.

I would like to call upon now the ranking Republican Member of
the subcommittee, Mr. Tauke. Tom, do you have an opening state.
ment?

Mr. TAUKE. Yes, thank you, Mr. Chairman. First of all, Mr.
Chairman. I wish to thank you and commend You for holding this
hearing on Follow Through, a program which has provided impor-
tant insights into effective strategies for educating the disadvan-
taged.

This program became a competitive grant program in 19 SE; and
currently. thore are Follow Through projects funded in 19SS for
three years, through June 31. 1991. The appropriation for fiscal
year 19S9 was $7.2 million,

As you know. Mr. Chairman, there has been a lot of disagree-
ment about whether Follow Through was intended to be a program
similar in scope and size to Head Start or more of a demonstration
program to test innovative educational approaches.

The legislative history just isn't clear as to what the intent was
fbr this program. Department regulations. however, have favored
the latter interpretation, meaning that it has continued as a dem-
onstration program.

The fact is that Follow Through, whether by design or implemen-
tation, has been a demonstration program. As we focus our atten-
tion on the reauthorization, we are dearly at a crossroads. The
senior Republican on our committee. Mr. Good ling, has been circu-
lating information to the members demonstrating some of the chal-
lenges we face with the Head Start Program.

Head Start has demonstrated progress for students in the years
immediately following their experiences as part of that program,
but we have not been able to maintain those gains over the long
haul.

Consequently. there is considerable feeling among many of the
members I know that we need to look beyond the Head Start Pro-
gram to see what we can do in order to maintain the gains that
students achieve as a result of their Head Start experience.

The Follow Through Program should give us some insight into
some of the strategies that have worked in the past, but it would
appear as if we need to make some decinion as to how we are going
to develop a program that is comething more than a demonstration
program.

I look forward to hearing the testimony of our witnesses, Mr.
Chairman. and I think that we are going to have some interesting
discussions, both in the committee room and outside the committee
room, as we .attempt to figure out how to make certain that the

I ti
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benefits of Head Start are carried on throughout the student
career of those children who need this kind of assistance.

Chairman KILDEE. Thank you very much. Mr. Poshard.
Mr. POSHARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think one of the more

costly parts of our educational system today is the remediation
process through which so many of our disadvantaged children, es-
pecially, have to undergo even at an early age in some of the earli-
er grades; that's why Head Start and some of the programs that
get at children at a very early age are so important.

Follow Through has at least participated in one area that I think
is so terribly important if we are ever going to get our educational
system on its feet, so to speak, and that is parent participation.

I honestly look at many of the problems that we have in educa-
tion today and think whether or not we are ever going to solve
some of them if we do not continue to get adequate parent involve-
ment in the education system.

My wife is a third grade reacher. There have been times when
she has sent home 25 slips to parents of children asking them just
to come in and talk to her, children who were doi-4, well and chil-
dren who were doing poorly. If she gets five of the 25 in, she is
very, very lucky to discuss their children's education.

We cannot have an adequate education system without parental
involvement in the education of the children. Follow Through has,
in their model prototype programs, done an excellent job in getting
one-on-one parenting education with their children, which is so es-
sential, especially in the early childhood phase.

So, to the extent that we get the one-on-one teaching with the
children, we get parent involvement, we get younger parents in-
volved. I think the program has been a model of success.

am just glad to serve on this committee, Mr. Chairman. and
listen to the testimony. I am going to have to run in and out, as
I've got some folks waiting in the hallway.

Chairman KILDEE. I appreciate you being here today. You cre-
ated a quorum.

I'd like to call on our first panel now. The first panel consists of
Dr. Barbara Willer, Public Affairs Director. National Association
for the Education of Young Children: and, Dr. Thomas Schultz.
Project Director for Early Childhood Education, National Associa-
tion of State Boards of Education.

Dr. Willer.

STATEMENTS OF BARBARA WILLER. PH.D.. PUBLIC AFFAIRS DI-
RECTOR. NATIONAL ASSO('IATH)N FOR THE EDUCATION OF
YOUNG CHILDREN: AND. THOMAS SCHULTZ. ED.D.. PROJECT DI-
RECTOR FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION. NATIONAL AS-
SOCIATION OF STATE BOARDS OF EIWCATION

Dr. WILLER. Thank you. Mr. Kildee It is a real pleasure to be
here and to also hear the opening comments. There is quite a bit of
understanding among you about the importance of this program
and the importance of early children education in general, so that
it is very nice to come up and sit here and share my remarks in
that regard.

27-282 0 - 90 2
7
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I am here today on behalf of the National Association for the
Education of Young Children and particularly our president. Ellen
Galinsky, who once worked with the Follow Through Program at
Bank Street college in New York City, and to talk about some of
our principles in terms of statements of beliefs that have relevance
to the Follow Through concept.

I will particularly talk about the characteristics that are impor-
tant both in preschool services, but then also following through
into the elementary grades, in terms of providing high quality.
comprehensive services, particularly fbr children who are at risk
for later educational failure.

I think that one of the most remarkable things about Follow
Through over the past two decades has been its embodiment of the
principle that no matter how good an early childhood program, it
cannot be and will not be an inoculation or a miracle cure that can
somehow prepare children to withstand poor schooling, later disad-
vantage, all social ills.

tiometimer;, too often, we look at high quality preschool services
as this miracle cure that will help children withstand all of our
social problems and it simply cannot do that. This by no means
should be an indictment of early childhood programs: far from it.

Rather, we need to look at the characteristics that make early
childhood programs good in the preschool years and see if there are
those characteristics that can then be followed through into the el-
ementary grades, as well, those characteristics that promote high
quality.

We know what those characteristics are and, frankly, when look-
ing at the design of the Follow Through project, all of those princi-
ples are there. One of the key principles is that programs are de-
signed to reflect developmentally appropriate curriculum and de-
velopmentally appropriate teaching practices.

Developmentally appropriate is a phrase that has made its way
into the lexicon in the last few years and really focuses on an indi-
vidualized approach to learning, and one that recognizes that there
are unique characteristics, both of different age groups, so that
when you teach second graders, you don't use the same strategy as
when you are working with three or four-year-olds.

Equally importantly. there are unique individual characteristics
that must be brought into account in terms of' the individual chil-
dren. Their interests, abilities, are all unique to themselves and
need to be appreciated just as ethnic, cultural and linguistic herit-
age also need to be appreciated.

Another characteristic that is absolutely critical to high quality
programs is that teachers and administrators have specialized
skills and knowledge in terms of early childhood development and
early childhood education.

Teachers need to understand how children learn and how to
structure the environment appropriately. They also need the sup-
port of their administrators. It is very difficult to implement a de-
velopmentally appropriate program that really encourages children
to initiate their activities and to work in groups Ps opposed to sit-
ting at desks if, in fact, the principal expects the class to be quiet
and sit in class all day long and fill out their worksheets.
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Another important characteristic of small groups of children are
appropriate teacher/child ratios that will allow for the individual-
ized instruction. When groups are too large or when there are too
many children assigned for a particular tencher, no matter how
good that teacher is. it is difficult to implement the program.

Another characteristic is the need for comprehensive services. In-
tellectual development, social/emotional development are very im-
portant, but equally so are needs for sound nutrition and psycho-
logical and physical health.. When children are members of families
who may not have access to those types of service.4, it is very im-
portant that programs become responsible for assuring that chil-
dren have those services.

Also, it is not a one-shot deal, Children need to Luntinue to re-
ceive those services over time. This is not an area that w: have tra-
ditionally defined as a part of the school's role or as a part of the
major function of education: vet, in fact, if that is not there, chil-
dren are unable to take advantage of the education environment
that is provided to them.

Finally, one of the most important characteristics is active pa-
rental involvement and participation in the programs. This is im-
portant both in terms of the long-term consequences, because when
you create change and you are working within the family system,
it is more likely that that change will continue, but it also helps to
promote continuity between home and school.

As I mentioned earlier, it is very noteworthy that the Follow
Through project embodied each of these principles and has em-
bodied it throughout its twenty-year history. The only thing that
wasn't there in the original Follow Through plan but is implicit is
the notion of developmentally appropriate practice. Again, this is a
fairly new consensus area.

The two points that have been in Follow Through from day one
are the individualized instruction and also respect for cultural,
ethnic and linguistic heritage.

I think that what we see in Follow Through is the types of atten-
tion to detail that has the basis for providing high quality services.
but the principles themselves need policies that can help programs
put those into practice.

There are a couple of policy principles that I think really need to
be highlighted. One is the need for sufficient funds. Certainly, in
the history of Follow Through. the funds have not been provided
sufficiently in order to allow the program to meet its goals.

I think what may have happened is something that happens too
often with programs. We decide that a program doesn't work when.
in fact, the issue is that the program was under funded and there
are not sufficient funds to allow it to accomplish its goals.

Secondly, there must be collaboration and coordination among
services for children now and over time. The need for coordination,
particularly with the Head Start program, is particularly critical
and needs to be fostered, but we also need to look at other ways of
coordinating and collaborating with different service provisions.

Early childhood, thank goodness, is a very popular issue both, as
you know, at the state level and also at the Federal level. We need
to look for ways to coordinate and collaborate among those services
so the full quality, comprehensive services can be provided.
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In some cases, we have the potential of having needless duplica-
tion of some services and yet missing others. Just to give you an
example in the extreme form, there is the real potential for having
lots of part-day programs for four-year-olds in the community but
those part-day programs often do not include the comprehensive
services that are needed.

We need to look for ways to bring the resources together. decide
what children and families need and make sure that those are pro-
vided. That brings me to my last point in terms of flexibility.

We need to look for ways to provide the flexibility to meet indi-
vidual and family needs, although not, obviously, at the expense of
program quality. There are reasons for the regulations that are de-
veloped and we need to make sure that the principles of quality are
met, while still alkwing some flexibility to meet individual needs.

In sum. I think with the Follow Through Program, we can give
specific examples of" how it has served these principles for high
quality service provision. We need to take advantage of the history
that is there and to look for ways to continue the process as more
and more children are in situations where they are at points of
being at risk for later school failure and as we begin to serve more
children through Head Start, it is even more important that these
transitional services are provided.

Thank you.
IThe prepared statement of Barbara A. Willer. Ph.D., follows: j

_
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Testimony of Barbara A Wilier
Before the Subcommittee on Human Resources of the

House F.ducation and !Astir Committee
February 21. 1990

My name is Barhara Willer and 1 am the Public Affairs Director of the National

Association for the Education of Young Children thlAEYO. NAEYC is the largest

organization of early childhood professionals in the nation, with a membership
surpassing 70,000. Founded in 1926. the Association is dedicated to improving the

quality of early childhood services for children and families from birth through age
11

On behalf of NAEYC's President, Ellen Galinsky, who has worked with the

Follow Through Program at Bank Street College in New York City. I am pleased to
he able to prosent some ot NAEYC's principles which are relevant to the Follow
Through concept My testimony will focus on the characteristics of servicos like
Follow Through that are needed to continue the gains that children and their families

receive by participating in high quality. comprehensive early childhood services such

as the Head Start program

For over two decades, Follow Through has embodied a principle that
unfortunately is too often not understoo& that high quality, early childhood
programs, no matter how good, are not -- and cannot he expected to be -- an
inoculation or miracle "cure' that will prepare a child to withstand all social ills, poor
schools, and the ravages of poverty. Please do not interpret this statement as an
Indictment of high quality preschool services Far horn it. Rather, the critical issue

is how do we assure that the characteristics that make preschool programs effective

are also found in kindergarten and elementary school programs, and so on down the
line

Characteristics of Good Programs

The elements that determine program effectiveness are well-established, based

on a number of years of research. theory, and professional experience These

charactenstics include

Programs that reflect a developmentally appropriate curriculum and
developmentally appropriate teaching practices.

Such a curriculum and teaching practices stress an individualized appmach

that focuses on child-initiated learning activities Developmentally appropriate means

that the unique characteristics of different ages of children are recognized and
supported, I a, second grade children are not expected to learn the same material or
in the same ways as 4-year-olds. Equally important, the unique characterishcs,

interests, and abilities of Individual children within the group are appreciated and
supported as is each child's ethnic, cultural. and linguistic heritage.

Teachers and administrators have specialized knowledge of earl, +Whom
development and early childhood education.
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Effective implementation of developmentally appropriate practice requires

teachers who have the specialized knowledge of how children learn and how to

structure an instnictional environment appropriately. Teachers who have this

specialized training recognize that their role nerd not and should not be that of

the primary imparter of knowledge. but rather that they facilitate children's learning

processes through a carefully designed, ongoing process of asse&sment, planning, and

evaluation.
In addition to teachers having specialized knowledge, the teaching staff must

be supported by the school administration Developmentally appropriate practice.

differs significantly from traditional approaches to instniction of many elementary

schoob. Teachers find it very difficult to implement a more developmentally
appropriate approach when their principals export all the children to sit at desks all

day and complete workbooks and ditto sheets.

Small groups of children and teacherchild ratios that permit an

individualised approach to curriculum and instructional design and

implementation.
While small groups and good ratios are not a panacea, and in the absence of

good teacher training cannot be effective, they are an important component of

developmentally appropriate practice When the group size is ton large tNAEN1.'

advocates a group size of no more than 20 to 24 for primary grade children) and

when ratios exceed 1:10 or 1.12, it becomes much more difficult to Implement a
developmentally appropriate program. For groups of especially needy children, even

these numbers may be too great. For children of drug-involved families, extreme

disadvantage, or other severely debilitating conditions, an even smaller group size and

ratio of teacher to children may he needed to assure that each individual child
receives adequate attention

Recognition that all of children's needs must be met, intellectual and social-
emotional, as well as needs for sound nutrition and both psychological and

physical health.
For children of disadvantaged circumstances, programs need to provide the

cvmprehensive health and social services so critical to children's development One

of the most serious shortcomings I 9ee in the recent efforts by many state
governments to replicate the success of the Head Start program through state-funded

early intervention services is the fact that comprehensive services component, which

is quite expensive, is too often overlooked or ignored. Children must have acress

to the array 'of comprehensive service, that is needed if real gains are to be achieved.

Moreover, the need for comprehensive services is not a one-shot deal. Although

elementary schools have traditionally done little in this regard. we must look for

ways that school-age children are provided access to comprehensive services. While

It may go beyond our traditional definition of educational services, the provision of
comprehensive services is critical in reaching our goals of educational success for all

ddidren.
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Active parental involvement and participation, especially in decisionmaking

affecting their child.
Parents who feel accepted and apprvciated by their children's teachers and

school administrators convey similar messages to their children Empowered parents

teel that their children can succeed in school and do their hest to make sure it
happens The continuity ot experience between home and sch iii is amplified through

parental involvement, much to children's advantage

It is noteworthy that each of the above characteristics, except for

developmentally appropriate curriculum and teaching practioes (which have gained

professional consensus only recently), were stressed in the original Follow Thniugh

program Two key components of the devekTmentally appropriate Philosophy,

individualized instniction and respect for cultural. ethnic, and linguistic heritage were

stressed, however Follow Through programs had planned variations in their
approaches to curriculum and instructional design. At that time, there was much less

consensus within the early childhood profession regarding curriculum and teaching

practices Today there is a growing body of research evidence that supports
developmentally appropriate teaching practices as the most beneficial approach to

children's education, and especially for ciLn of low-income families

Policies for fostering high quality service provision
NAEYC has adopted a statement of guiding principles for the development And

analysis of early childhood legislation. I believe that committev members may find

these principles useful in their deliberations regarding Follow Through's future

activities Today I wish tn highlight lust a few of these principles

There must be sufficient funds to ensure the provision of high quality twirlers.

This is a principle which has not iseen adhered to over the history of Follow

Through Erosion of funds have impaired the programs' ability to provide tf..
complete. scope of high quality services needed, especially in terms of comprehensive

servwes Too (Men under-funded programs are blamed tor -not working" when the

real problem was not in the design hut in the amount of funding available for
.nplementation

There must be collaboration and coordination among services for children, now and
over time,

Coordination and collaboration ate absolutely essential if intervention programs

are to achieve their goals- Coordination and collaboration are important from two

perspectives: at any given point in time as well as over time. At any given point.

children and their families may be receiving assistance from a variety of agencies and

funding sources Families in children in the early elementaty grades ate likely to

need child care; how is this being provided? What armngemenb are being made for

continuity? Other social services are also of importance. The critical question is,

what are the needs of the family, and how are they being met? The parental
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involvement strategies of the Head Start and Follow Through programs provide an

important strategy in this regard. Such partreipation helps to empower parents and

helps them to better access the services they need

Ct4laboration and coordination ate aittit Iftlitttriant over tittle ne9 et especially

important for enhancing children's transition from preschool services into kindergarten

and the elementary grades. While there have been some transition prolechi in the

past, there need to be more systematic efforts toward fristeting the communication

mid coordination of the various service providers that deal with children from one

year to the next The Follow Through program is a good position for furthering the

goals ot coordination and collaboratton Certainly, this has been a malor !..oal of the

program since its beginning.

Coordination and collabor.ition needs to oceur at every level At the federal

level, it is Impel &ant that systematic means for communication ocrur between the

Department of Health and Human Sennees, in which Head Start is based, and the

Department of Education, in which Follow Through and other school-basest services

are housed Noe should other departments he overlooked For examrle, the
Department of Labor has a number ot programs. such as lob training, that while not

directly affecting children, do have tremendous impact because of their effects on

children's families Again, the groundwork for this process already exists: we need

to be sure that the resources are available to strengthen the collaborative efforts at

every levet

Flexibility to meet individual family and community needs

ft is important that legislative programs provide sufficient flexibihtv for

communities to best meet the needs of individual families served, recognizing the

unique demands and characteristics of local service orovision At the same time. such

flexibility should never compromise the quahty of series. Provided tIne ot the
reasons that such flextbilitv is so important is that communities iv markedk, iii the

degree to which services are being provided, which children are being served, and

who needs service When program standards are rigid and inflexible, there ran he

needless duplication of some services, while other needed services go wanting

For over two decades. the Follow Through program has been implemented

following these principles for high quality service provision, although at funding

levels insufficient to fully acromplish its goals Follow Through's history illustrates

that these principles are not eaay to implement. It takes much time and effort, as

well as new approaches to service delivery. nut, the effort is well-placed and will

do much to help to assure that we provide all of our young children with the
oppotiunittes for educational and life success that they so richly deserve.
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Chairman K1LDEE. Thank you.
Dr. Schultz.
Dr. SeHutrz. Thank you. I am pleased to present testimony on

behalf of the National Association of State Boards of Education. I
am Tom Schultz. I work with early childhood issues for NASBE.
Most of my remarks are based on a National Task Force on Early
Childhood Education that we empaneled a couple of years ago to
produce this report, Right from the Start.

It basically addresses recommendations for improvement of
public early childhood services for children, ages four to eight. and
their parents, so it is a pod match to the challenges represented
by Follow Through.

To summarize my testimony. I will begin with my punch line
which is derived from a historical artifact about Follow Through.
This book came out in 1975, written by Alice Rivlin and Mike Tim-
pane about Follow Through. It's title was Planned Variation in
Education: Should We Give Up or Try Harder?

I think. Fifteen years later, the verdict is that we have done nei-
ther. We haven't abandoned Follow Through, but we haven't given
it the resources to allow it to really try harder. The conclusion of
my testimony is that it is time for the Federal Government to try
harder, and that we have to figure out the strategy that will be ap-
propriate to build on the capacity that Follow Through represents.

I have got essentially three major arguments that lead me to
that conclusion. The first is the conviction that Follow Through is
focused on a key policy problem for public early childhood in the
1990s which is early school experiences for low income children.

I think if you look at President Bush's National Education Goals,
you will see that he has committed us to essentially a zero defect
policy in terms of a ninety percent high school graduation rate and
high levels of achievement tbr all students.

What that means is that we can't be satisfied to have low income
or minority kids achieve at lower rates than their more advantaged
counterparts. We have got to find ways to support them and allow
them to be successful. Unfortunately, we have more low income
children in our schools than we had five to ten years ago. We are
finding increasing complications in their lives in terms of the bur-
dens that they bring to the public schools.

The latest horror story that came across my desk from News-
week last week was a survey that estimates that 375,000 babies are
born each year who have been exposed to drugs during pregnancy.
primary crack cocaine, so that would take up about 12,000 elemen-
tary school classrooms or eighty percent of the slots in Head Start.
It is not a minor problem for us to contend with. My sense is that
the public schools are not ready to be able to cope effectively with
those children.

A second point is that there is growing evidence that the early
school years are particularly critical if we are looking at outcomes
of high performance and ability to complete school. Drop-out ex-
perts that we talked with through our task force said that, by the
end of third grade, they can tell you, with very high accuracy.
which kids are going to drop out.



I think the message there is that we've got to intervene some-
time prior to third grade if we are going to make a difference in
terms of these aspirations that we have as a society.

I think a particular concern that was raised in our work as a
task force was very high rates of retention of children in kinder-
garten and the early grades.

If you look at records from urban disti:cts like Boston and the
Distrkt of Columbia and entire states, such as Delaware. Arizona
and Florida, you find rates of up to 20 to 25 percent of young chil-
dren of all income brackets are being retained in those early school
years. and higher rates than that for minority, male and low-
income students.

Unfortunately. the impact of that practice of holding kids back is
not positive on their achievement and tends to ircrease their
chances of dropping out. I think the picture is one where we have
got a high priority to succeed with poor kids, more poor kids that
are more troubled.

A focus has to be provided on those early school years that
Follow Through seeks to address. We have some problems in terms
of current practices in those years in terms of public schools.

It seems to me the second contention that I would bring in my
remarks is that Follow Through is an effective and promising pro-
gram strategy to build on. I am not going to relate the particular
evaluation evidence on Follow Throu;:i. but rather try to bring
some comments from the perspective of early childhood leaders and
components of successful programs that we looked at on the part of
our task force.

I think there is a growing consensus among early childhood ex-
perts and experts concerned with programs for low income chil-
dren. that agrees with the key features of Follow Through in terms
of continuous and comprehensive intervention, strong parent in-
volvement. and not waiting until kids fall behind and then at-
tempting to remediate their problems.

A primary recomnwndation in our report right from the start is
to create early childhood units that would operate in elementary
schools to provide services and distinctive forms of instruction for
younger children. There is a similar recommendation coming from
a report that is going to he issued soon hy the National Association
for Elementary School Principals.

I think another example of this agreement on this concern for
early grades and the Follow Through approach are efforts that
ha-e been made by Project Head Start over the past years through
the Head Start Transitions Program and an earlier effort, Project
Developmental Continuity, that has been trying to improve the
transition for young children coming out of Head Start into the
public schools.

Finally. I think the point made by Mr. Posl, . , that parent in-
volvement as an aspect of Follow Through is itical. is one that
t he experts agree on.

My third point. and I think the trickiest issue for us to grapple
with at this stage. is the Federal leadership strategy to take this
key problem and perhaps the promise of the Head Start Program
experience.



Let me first address the recommendation, as I understand it, of
the Department of Fducation. which is essentially to say that
Follow Through can be zeroed out: the services can be provided
through Chapter I: and, dissemination of the National programs
can be handled through Chapter 2 and the National Diffusion Net-
work.

NASBE supports all of these programs and we feel that they
have an important role to play. but we don't think that they dupli-
cate the mission of Follow Through. Ltt me give you some exam-
ples of differences that we think are significant.

For example, Follow Through models are designed to provide
continuous support for young children from kindergarten through
the primary grades. If you look at the figutes on Chapter I. as of a
couple of years ago. three-quarters of their progiams in schools do
not include services to kindergarten kids.

The idea is: Let's wait ur'il we're sure we've found the kids that
are needy based on achievement scores and then we'll pick up and
try to help them.

Similarly. Follow Through is designed to provide comprehensive
classroom programs across all the subject areas while Chapter 1 is
still predominantly a program that takes children out of the regu-
lar classroom for about thirty minutes a day to work in a small
group on one particular subject area.

It seems to me while Chapter I resources are directed toward low
income children, the program strategy does not idealiy complement
that of Follow Through.

Similarly, Chapter 2 and the National Diffusion Network a:e ex-
cellent strategies for supporting local school improve.nent. but we
don't believe that they are a good and effective mechanism to dis-
seminate Follow Through.

I have three ideas to suggest in terms of component for a new
Follow Through strategy which I'll cover briefly. One is I think
there is an investment that needs to be preserved in terms of dem-
onstration models for Follow 'Through. It is important to have
enough sites to illustrate those programs in action in real schools
and to allow them to continue to refine implementation with new
groups of students.

Secondly, it seems to me we have got to figure out some fairly
pointed ways to spread the lessons of Follow Through. to mandate
or to provide resources so that Chapter 1 programs particularly
those under the concentration grants or school-wide projects. can
learn about Follow Through and provide support for staff develop-
ment. perhaps on a cost-sharing basis.

Third. I suggest in my testimony some possible new problem
areas or challenges that could be addressed through new Follow
Through. Some examples there are I think that there are pointed
problems for local schools, the needs of multicultural kids, the pos-
sibilhy of Follow Through models that would go back to the idea of
strong connections with Head Start in a more precise way.

Finally, I think some ideas to revisit the challenge of parent edu .

cation and parent involvement as a critical strategy and find some
new ways of getting at that. Thank you.

(The prepared statement of Thomas Schultz. Ed.D.. follows:
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Mr. Chairman and Subcommittee Members I am Tem Schulte, representing the
National Association of State Boards of Education and I am pleased to present
testimony on the future of the Follow Through Program. My comments are largelv
based on the work of NAM's National Task Force on Early Childhood Education
Our Task Force was comprised of national experts in early childhood education,
state and federal policymakers and public school staff And administrators Based
on extensive public hearings and reviews of exemplary early childhood and early
elementary school programs, the Task Force's recent report. entitled gightlaegi
thRILAXI. presents series of recommendations for rhe improvement of public
school programs and services to children ages 6.E1 sod their parents, a target
group which coincide, well with she clients of Follow Through Programs

1 will address three questions in my testimony

(1) Is_follow Through focussed Oflfthiah otiority Oreblem_let AmeriCED
educatiok;

(2) Is follow Th lus,b...1..F.L.MASing.
end effetilyeskoittaoljakasNgy % tollo

+.2) St is the_susi_eifectivg_ledttal leadershio LUAU= trluAtTrine . the alecjivek wi Follow ThreUgh2

The Follow Through Program began as a federal initiative to remedy the
'fade-out in cognitive gains for graduates of summer Head Start programs as
these children moved into the early elementary grades The hypothesis of Follow
Through is that a comprehensive intervention to improve classroom instruction, to
provide health and other services to children and to strengthen parent
involvement in kindergarten and the primary grades will enhance the school
performance of low income children. Due to budget limitations, the program
evolved into an evaluation of alternative curriculum models and the transfer of
those models into other sehools

The first key policy question for the Subcommittee is "do the earls, school
experiences of low income students constitute a pressing national priority forthe 1990s I would Argue that this problem is even =IP ..etious, more complex
and more vital to our national interest than was the CA4P when follow Through WA,
first created. based on the following evidence.

I. Schools today are serving A higher proportion of students from low tnromehomes. and the consequences of
poverty on young chi:then are mot. ,,mplex and

severe

The numhet vf childrui. in poverty increased more than Zot from 14', to
loS6. from under 10 million to over 1: million children hutieg the s.me
periu.i the number rf househclds In puvettv ifwleat.ed
rourhut of poor 1-11,parne households was ,p eud wtl t am::te, ,tt.
por: increased 2tt

. gv,ry veer nearlv I00.0rW hehies are novo to reetatfe mn!hr!.!.
pet uf Amett,el rill. 4 %;14.11. rA1fA., wn- tIrve:
married has alm,s, quadrupIed
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According to a recent story in SIMAnth magarine, a survey by the National

Assoriation for Perinatal Addiction
Research and Education estimates that

375,000 infants have been exposed to drugs, primarily crack cocaine, during

pregnancy. This cohort of children will fill Over '12,000 elementary school

classrooms, or over 801 of the current
slots available in Head Scart

President Ruah's national
education goals include universal school

readiness for young children. a 901 high school graduation rate, and high

expectations for student performance. To meet these goals, the 301 of our

students who are minorities and en
equal, overlapping number who are poor

must begin to succeed at high levels of performance and complete school at

the same rates as their more advantaged counterparts

2 There is growing avidenee that early school experiences ate a critical

determinant of children's eventual ability to complete their education with

acceptable levels of performence.

Our Task Force report obsetves that by the end of third grade, most

students have either attained a threshold level of achievement which makes

further school success likely, or they are on a dewnward trajeCtory in terms

of achievement, having been retained in grade for one or more years, or

hsving been tracked inro a set of classes or groups designed for low

achieving students ln spite of our best efforts at compensatory strategies

to help this letter cohort of students to 'catch up', our success rates are

not encouraging.

Of particular conrern to the Task Force are high rotes of retaining

children during thoit early school years, particularly for low income and

minority students For example, Roston Public
Schools retained 6 se of its

kindergarteners and 19 45 of its first grade students in 1987: the District

of Columbia held back 12.7s of its first
graders aed 8.41 of its second

graders; the schools in Arizona retain 85 of kindergarteners and 205 of

students in first grade Minority, male, and low income students tend to

experience higher rates of retention Studies of the impact of retention

show the practice has no beneficial effects on student achievement and

increases the chances of students
eventually dropping out of school by

3t)s

Experts concerned with promoting higher levels of problem-solving,

thinking, and effective communication skills agree that children's earl?'

sncounters with scienee, mathematics, reading, snd writing tend to determine

their later attitudes and dispositions towards these subjects A wide range

of proposals to improve learning in these areas stress the need to alter

early elementary teaching. curriculum and assessment practices io provtOr

more experiences which actively engage young children with a variety c.f

materials, make explicit use cf dialogue nod cooperative ;earning

strategies. roci challenge students to think

Turning to mv second question I would atgue that e dtvtise poui of

have endored the Follow Through ..onrepts of continuous and romprehensive

Interventior ir school practice sue outreach to rsrent of v'ulnE chtidten
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A primary recommendation of Rigjit FroM the Starr is for "early childhood
units" for children ages 4-8, designed arrund the unique needs and learning
styles of 2ounger students, just as the middle scho.ol movemPrA promotes a
difterent model or school organization. activities, and instruction for
early ade'escent students

The National Association for the E,Jrcation of Young Children publication,
21yelopmentalle Aqprooriate Prectlet_IILEarlY Childhood Programl 5,ennIng
aulannyirmajzsbiamonghAge_ji articulates a detailed set of principles
for instruction and assessment of children in kindergarten and the primary
grades. The National Association of Elementary School Principals will be
releasing a report in the next month which addresses this %AMP Age span.
with recommendations which Are consistent with the NASRE and NAEYC reports

- Project Head Start has mounted two demonstration programs to improve the
connections between local Head Start operations and the public schools
Proiect Developmental Continuity in the mid1970s and the Head Start
Transitions Program in the mid-19$0s supported pilot projects to enhance the
earls Achool experiences of Head Start children and their parents

. Some recent designs for improving student learning across the earle
elementary gtades (Success for All Students At. Johns Hopkins liniverstts

.

have emerged in recent veers, as have proposals to alter compensatory
education practices to emphasize a more comprehensive, preventative approach
(e g the Accelerated Schools Network from Stanford ftiversity and school-
wide projects provisions under Chapter 1).

- The benefits of active parent involvement in schools and the provision of
health and other support services to rhildren are actively supported by a
wide range of experts and advocates However, as our Task Force discovered
from testimony by parents of former Head Start students. many public schools
are not adept at suppporting active parent involvement

In summary, we know that poor children are large and growing group of
public school students, that our economic future depends on their ability to
persist in and succeed at schooling, that the early school years are critical re
these ultimate educational outcomes, that current policies end practices are at
hest inadequate to produce the gains which are possible and needed and that
professional opinion among researchers and practicing educators has
"rediscovered" the appeal of the Follow Through strategy of comprehensive
continuous support for high quality instruction In the early grades

Turning to my third question, let me begin by responding to the
recommendations of the Department of Education regarding the future of Follow
Through ln their view. Follow Through services may be supported through the
Chapter 1 Program and the dissemination of innovative Follow Through models :an
be sustained throush a combination of the Chapter I! block grant fund and rhe
National Diffusion Network I beg to differ

while NASRE is extremely supportive of both Chapter I ant: Ch"prer 1:.
neither program represents a forceful federal strategv for promoting the
potential of Fo:low Through model programs or services Chapter 1 services
remain overwhelmingly in the form of a supplement to the regular classroom
program. most codnonlv in the form of a "pull-our prof-ram" of rougt.iv f0 trn-!es

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



per day in reading or mathematics basic skills instruction In addition, only

27% of schools offering Chapter 1 services in lofib included the pacticipation of

kindergarren students. Fve contrast, Follow Through models are designs fer

comprehensive, continuous support for students from kindergarten thtough thitd

grade and seek to improve regular classroom instruction across all subject ateAs

Similarl', while Chapter 2 and the National Difffusion Netwurk (NDN) ptomoty

invaluable support for local innovative effoers and access to a aide range of

proven model programs. respectively,
ueither program duplicates ot serves a% a

substitute for Follow Through. Chapter 2 resources are subject to local needs

and local innovations across evan program dimension and all typos of students

At sn average funding level of $30,000 per school district, Chapter 2 funds are

not sufficient to pay for implementation of the typical Follow Through ptr,gram

even if that were the only priority of a community.

The NDN provides information co local schools ou several hundred exemplary

programs but few resources for the v,alts of training staff and implementing these

models. The most recent directory of NDN programs indicates thfrtvnine Follow

Through programs which hove met the Department's high standerds of effectiveness

for incluatom tn the KnN unfortunart-ly, twenty-eight of these programs are

listed a section entitled, 'Approved Projects With Limited AvallahilftV".

indicating that they Are no longet avaiiable for dissemination through knN 1,t

the remaining projects, none is currently receiving NDN funds lor active

dissemination Thus, the programs cited by the Department do not provide
comprehensive, continuous services for tne needs of Younger low income students.

nor an effective support for the implementation of successful Follow Through

programs.

What should be done hy the federal government to realize the contribution of

Follow Through in school improvement7 I would recommend three components fur a

Follow Through strategy for the 19405:

1 /.. demonstrate their approach
Given the comprehensive nature of Follow Through programs, it is important
to maintain sufficient numbers of demonstration sites to illustrate these

strategies in real schools, as well as to continue to refine implementatioo

with new groups of students We are not endorsing an eternal commitment ro
any specific school or community. and there well might be a policy which limits

the duration of protect funding in a site to allow new communities to

participate

2. Increase snpooPt for dissemination of SUcCkSsful MOdelg-
The federal commitment to Follow Through should include additional resources
and a strategy for assisting implementation efforts in other communities
Support should be limited to staff development and training costs on a cost
sharing bests with local school districts Another prospect to ItIve,StigOite 1s

stronger connection between Follow Through sponsors and schools implementiog tht

school-wide projects provisions under Chapter l

7. Extend demonstration efforts to new challengeS and additional Slia'Neigs
Follow Through sponsors or new organizations should bo invited to extend theit

efforts in areas such as the following to develop adaptations of their programs

to respond to the needs of schools serving multicultural communities, children

from homes wirh a problem of drug e,nse, or children from familre% who are
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homelese, Follow Through should also consider expansion to support new
strategies, e.g. 010 models which build more direct connections with Head Start
programs, (b1 models which combine several promisieg instructional approaches in
different content areas, and (0 a revisiting of the challenge of enhanoing
parental involvement. education and support as a route to improving student
motivation and achievement.

In summary. Follow Through is an example of 'positive trots)," tot federal
education policy. Its initial mission of creating a major new service program was
undercut by budgetary limitations, and its subsequent evaluation design produced
more lrguments than clear conclusions. However the program's strategy for
working with children, families and schools and the extensive 'teld experiences
of Follow Through sponeors are a precious resource in our current effort to
restructure America's public schools At a time when business and political
readers ore united in promoting additional resources for Head Start and other
preochool programs, ve need to revisit the problem of promoting successful early
school experiences tor disadvantaged students

In 1'475. Alice eivlin and Michael Timpane edited a book on Follow Through
entitled flanned Varistion In Eduoation _Should We dive VD or Irs' Harder?, In the
past decade we have done neither. We have been unwilling to abandon Follow
Through as a strategy, but wr have been equally unwilling to eommit sufficient
resources ro implement existing model programs on a broad scale or to address nes
dimensions of the needs of poor children in new ways. It Is time for the federal
government ro start trying harder.

The National Association of State Boards of Education (NASBE) is a nonprofit,
private association that represents state and territorial hoards of education
Our principal objectives are to strengthen state leadership In education
policvmaking. promote excellence In the eeucation of all students; advocate
equality of access to educational opportunity: and assure responsible ley
governance of public education. NASBE's work In early childhood education hAs
been supported by the Carnegie Corporation of New York. the Exxon Education
Foundation and the Administration of Children. Youth. and Families of the C S
Department of Health and Human Servic's
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Chairman Ku.or,E. Thank you very much for your testimony.
I think you mentioned one of the titles was Give Up or Try

Harder or something like that?
Dr. SCHULTZ. Yes.
Chairman KILDEE. You are right. We are doing neither. I'm look-

ing back over the history of the appropriations of the Follow
Through Act. Before I got here, back in 1970, the appropriations
was $70 million. Now we are down to about one-tenth of that. Ad-

justed for inflation, it would be even much less than that.
So, we haven't given up. We have struggled hard. As a matter of

fact, last time. Tom, you and I worked out a compromise to keep
the program alive. It wasn't just in the committee here, but we had
some threats out on the floor, too, so we worked out a compromise
to keep it alive.

We are down to about :it7.2 million. so we haven't given up and
we aren't really trying harder as far as the fiscal commitment is
concerned.

There are some in the Administration who, in various ways. say
this program. Follow Through. shares a certain redundancy with
what other programs like Chapter 1 or Chapter 2 could do.

Could you respond? You both mentioned that. I think, in your
testimony. Could you expatiate on that a bit. why Chapter 1 and
Chapter 2 really will not do what Follow Through does? Doctor, do
you want to start here?

Dr. SCHULTZ. Just to amplify my comments. my sense is that in
some respects. Chapter 1 is moving in the Follow Through direc-
t'on in terms of some of their funding being freed up and encour-
agement to local districts to look at school-wide approaches.

Sometimes. I've heard comments from the Federal administra-
tors that local programs may misread the Federal intent in terms
of regulations. and because they have done puThout programs or
they have done programs that are not addressed to the whole class
teaching strategy, that that must be continued because of' some
Federal mandate.

I think that it is a large program that is slow to change. It seems
to me it hasn't been hooked up in any substantial or concerted way
with Follow Through in terms of directing the attention of Chapter
1 programs to Follow Through or providing particular resources for
them to learn about Follow Through, to my knowledge.

I .think in Chapter 2, the primary issue is one of resources. If
you ve got a general block grant that is open for any priority across
any subject area and any age of student, it's going to be hard for
me to see that as a leadership strategy for low income, younger
learners.

I think it tends to be something that doesn't provide enough sup-
port in local districts to do all of the things that we would like it to
do.

Chairman KILDEE, Dr. Willer?
Dr. WILLER. I would just reiterate what Tom has said. I think

ideally, Chapter I would embody many of the same principles that
Follow Through has demonstrated are so important. I don't think
that that obviates the need for the program and the services.

Chairman KILDEE. I notice that, very often, and I am getting
very general and philosophical here, but very often, redundancy, if
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it exists, in education is a fiscal sin, but redundancy in the Defense
Department is prudent planning. You find that, you know.

You have those who say that we need both the MX and the
Midgetman and the B-2 bomber. That's redundancy. but to be on
the safe side, we should be redundant. For the Triad system. de-
fense of land sea and air, you can build in redundancy.

Very often, when it comes to education, redundancy becomes
really a fiscal sin. I am not sure the word redundancy is correct
there, but programs can complement one another. Very often, they
should be complementary, shouldn't they? I think Follow Through
can be complementary to Chapter I. or an innovative approach to
Chapter L

I have been in this education prnfession now in some capacity for
35 years. ten years as a teacher and 25 years either in the State
Legislature or the Congress. I have always had to fight against
people saying that this is redundant or that this overlaps.

I always feel that if we were really funding education as it
should be funded in this country. then perhaps we could examine,
with close scrutiny, some unneeded redundancy. But, when we are
so underfunding it. I think that if there can be some overlapping,
that possibly would be a very positive thing, educationally.

I know I have had to fight this for many, many years, about :35
years now. That is my philosophy for the day. .rom, I'll defer to you
now.

Mr. TAUKE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think that what you said, Dr. Schultz. about giving up or trying

harder is true. We arc not succeeding very well by just kind of
floating along with the Follow Through program. I want to spend a
little time trying to determine what you think the program should
be doing.

I guess in very basic terms, what should the goals of the Follow
Through program be in the 1990s? Dr. Willer.

Dr. WILLER. I think that I would mention the goals that are de-
signed to promote high quality service provision. I have mentioned
a number of those in terms of helping children succeed and using a
very broad definition of that, The original goals talked about pa-
rental involvement. I think that continues to be an extremely im-
portant goal of this project.

Providing children with the tools that they need to be able to
take advantage of what the educational system is providing them.
Comprehensive services would be number one on my list, in terms
of the access to health and psychological services, nutrition, et
cetera.

The children who are in families who do not have access to those
services need to be provided with those services so they can take
advantage of what the school can offer.

Promoting opportunities for the developmentally appropriate
practice. One of the things that I think that Follow Through has
done in terms of the sponsors, working directly with school systems
in terms of enhancing the more individualized approaches and in-
volvement of parents is that it puts into the system a planned way
of developing a program, then ongoing implementation and evalua-
tion. assuring that not only the students are involved, but the par-
ents and administrators with outside help.

2 t;



I think that is a nice model for effecting change over a long
term.

Mr. TA:LIKE. Dr. Schultz?
Dr. Se Htwrz. I guess in a strategic sense. I would probably stress

two functions. One would be continual testing of new approaches to
this target group and this age span, which I think doesn t necessar-
ily mean continue to test the same set of sponsors and the same
sites forever, but recognize that there is a Federal role in support-
ing new approaches to these tough problems.

It seems to me the second strategy would he one of spreading the
lessons of these tests to other programs, other communities, other
districts. I think that often, we have an aspiration for Federal
funding, which is always going to be a drop in the bucket.

Our sense is that we want the drop in the bucket to become ra-
dioactive in some magical way, you know. in the good sense of ra-
dioactivity. that well just spend this little bit of money and then
everybody will rush to replicate the lessons.

I think what we've been learning from the past couple of decades
of experience in school improvement and installing innovations in
schools is that that process is slow and takes a lot of support. I
think it's not necessarily the case that the Federal Government
has to provide all of that support.

I think that systems like the National Diffusion Network and
Chapter 2 recognize the need for funding and for support and for
patience in terms of the implementation and dissemination of these
ideas.

Mr. 'NUKE. I take it you think that we still have a need for what
we might call demonstration projects. both of oci?

Dr. SCHULTZ. I would say yes.
Dr. WILLER. I would agree with the need fef demonstration. I

think we also have to look at ways of direct service provision.
Mr. TALIKE. My perception is that there hasn't been much imple-

mentation of those things we've learned through the demonstration
projects. Am I missing something along the way? We've had twenty
years of demonstration projects and I don't see that the lessons
that have been learned are being implemented anyplace outside of
the places that have the funding for the Follow Through program.

Am I wrong in that perception?
Dr. &till:M. I think there are sonw other witnesses that can

probably address that more precisely than I can. My sense is that
it depends on your level of expectation; that you can produce
charts that will show there have been many inquiries and probably
adoptions of some of these models on a large scale.

It seems to me that the challenge in terms of having. as a rou-
tine, regular, feature of elementary schools, things like strong
parent involvement, comprehensive services and an innovative,
supportive approach to instruction, we still have a long way to go.

Mr. TAUKE. I don't mean to be difficult, but everybody jumps on
the band wagon of strong parental involvement and we are all
pleased to talk about it. It s like motherhood and apple pie, but the
reality of life is that a lot of our children don't have parents who
are going to be involved.

Where you've got the ability to get strong parental involvement,
you have half the problem solved. Our challenge, as I see it, in
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much of our society today is we have families that are not function-
ing. I guess I don't mean to take off on you or my colleague from
Illinois. who isn't here to defend himself, but every educator seems
to traipse before us and say. "Well, we have to have strong paren-
tal involvement.**

We all say, "Yes, that's right. This is good for the family.- Ifs
like finding an apple pie and getting out and endorsing it every
other day.

Isn't our problem in the City of Washington. De that half the
kids are born to unwed mothers and a good percentage of those
have serious problems that don't permit them to be parents'? Isn't
our challenge to come up with programs that, in a sense, help the
kids when there isn't any strong parent around?

Shouldn't that be part of the Was?
Dr. SCHt LTZ. I hink it's yes, hot h.
Mr. TAI.10:. That's good.
Dr. SCHULTZ. As part of our task force. we had testimony from a

number of Head Start parents. What they said to us was, "We
were extremely involved in our Head Start program. We were ex-
cited about cont inuing to be actively involved in our children's edu-
cation when they entered elementary school. We were discouraged
by the public schools in terms of or interest in doing more than a
hake sale,-

I think part of the problem is there are schools that are not
equipped to take parent involvement seriously. I think another
part of' the problem is, as you stated, some parents who need spe-
cial help and support. I think we have developed some innovative
family support and parent education programs, but they tend to
stop. as Head Start does, after the kids reach school age.

The idea is birth to three or birth to age four. we have special
efforts. It seems to me that we need to find some ways to continue
those principles up into adolescence. I think it's parents of junior
high kids often that have some of the toughest problems.

So, it seems to me Follow Through illustrates some models of
how to get more serious and substantial parent involvement and. I
think, also. probably some ways of supporting parents who may not
be as well equipped or as well motivated. I don't think it is one or
the other in terms of where does the problem lie.

Mr. TA CKE. I agree that that probably is true. I'd feel better, I
guess, if you came in and said to me, "We've had a lot of models,
It's about time we started doing something to deal with the chal-
lenges of these children. We can't be developing models all the

The Federal Government is going to have to make a strong com-
mitment to putting together a continuum of services for those who
are four, five, six, seven, eight. until they get to the third grade.
This is my philosophical pitch. In a sense, I think we are missing
the boat if we keep fighting over $7.5 million in the Follow
Through program.

Let me ask you the final question. How much money do you
think we should put into this program?

Dr, SCHULTZ. More.
Dr. WILLER. The need is tremendous.
Chairman KILDEE. Let the record show that.



Mr. TAtait:. After giving them that pitch that they have to do
more, what else could they say, right? I appreciate very much your
testimony. I don't mean to be putting you on the spot here.

It does seem to me that there is a danger all of a sudden that we
ate putting Head Start on this pedestal that it solvcs all problems.
and it doesn't. Then, we are not developing any kind of program to
build on the benefits of Head Start.

We are excluding a lot of people from the Head Start program
because they don't have the kind of parental commitment that is
needed fOr them to participate. They are the ones who need to be
participating or have something done for them, perhaps even more
than those who have parents who will participate.

I don't know that I have the answers to all of these problems.
but we have got a generation coming up here that needs help real
fast. We can't keep doing hearings and no progress. Mr. Chairman.
Thank you.

Chairman KILPEE. I agree with that. Let me ask you this. Tom

and I recognize that we do have parents out there. as he and I
come.. from. I'm sure, who are solid parents, prudent parents. caring
parents. parents of good judgment. parents of good habits.

Mr. TAUKE, 1 didn't know you knew my parents that well.
Chairman KILDEE. I can judge from their child, you see.
Mr. TAUKE, They were also tough as nails.
Chairman KILDEE. Mine were tot.gh. too. They were very caring

and very loving. very prudent. with good judgment. My mother just
turned 90 years old this week, God love her. She's doing very well.

We do knowTom and I both knowthat there are also parents
out there who don't quite meet that model. Some are defective par-
ents. As a matter of fact. in the jurisdiction of this subcommittee is
the Runaway Youth Act. Through the years, I've reached the con-
clusion that. very often. a child runs away and it is the smartest
thing that kid has done.

l really hate to say that. but in that particular situation, it is an
act of defense. it is an act of self preservation to get away from
that destructive family situation So. Torn and I do know that out
there, there are some families so damaged you can hardly identify
them as really being a family.

Having said that, however, can you discuss with us how moder-

ately good, maybe somewhat deficient. parents are helped with

their parenting skills through parental involvement activities in

Follow Through'?
Dr. WILLER. I think that, beginning in Head Start, we have seen

some of the real examples of what can happen when parents are
actively involved, Tom is so right. that we need to look for defini-
tions and help people who are working in programs to understand
that we are talking about real involvement, real power and partici.
pinion in the program process and not to help us out with bake
sales. et cetera. et cetera. et cetera.

Head Start has a history of doing that. I think we've seen it in

terms of the level of activism and support that those parents dem-
onstrate for the program. I think it also is a part of the Follow
Through model. I'm sure that the next panel will be able to give
you some more specific examples of parents that have really
become actively empowered in their children's lives.



I would agree with Mr. Tauke that the problems many of those
families face are growing daily. It becomes a much more difficulttask and is not a pat. five-step thing to do. It really takes a lot of
understanding.

New fields. not necessarily new, but new to educators. we're talk-
ing probably social work. psychology, a lot of other disciplines that
nd to be involved that will take more resources, more training. inorder to really focus on the family unit. There is no more effortthat can be better placed in terms of effecting real change.

Dr. Seutg.n. I think we do have examples beyond Head Start, aswell, from programs such as Parents as Teachers in Missouri. the
Education for Parenthood in Minnesota. I'm not sure I have the
names exactly right, These essentially provide good models of how
adults can work in homes with parents and bring parents together
to work in groups on parenting skills.

It seems to me that it is possible to transfer those modes of serv-ice and provide support of that type for parent, of school age kids.It seems tv me it would be a natural, to try through an extensionof' Head Start or through other community based programs.It seems to me the other side of this issue is what kinds ofchanges are needed in terms of how public schools relate to parentsas far as other aspects of' involvement. I know that the two unpopu-lar things to talk about these days are mandates and money. but itstrikes me that if you look at Head Start and you look at specialeducation, you basically see instances where you have high levels
of involvement of parents and it is a mandate.

If you want to be a Head Start grantee. you have to agree to seri-
ous involvement of parents. Similarly. Public Law 93-142, parentshave to sign off on that educational plan. Head Start has resourcesthat are designated to support parent involvement. You have tohave a parent coordinator who is paid full time to work with par-ents; that's unusual in public elenumtary schools that you wouldhave a person dedicated to that function.

So. I am sure, as Barbara said. that Follow Through specific ex-amples will he shortly before you, but I think that we do know
some things about how to make progress in this area and 1 thinkthat we could do more than we are doing.

Chairman KILDEE, When I taught school. on PTA night. I used towait for the parents of the kids who had problems. They nevershowed up. The parents of' the kids who didn't have problemsshowed up, and I began to realize that's probably why they didn'thave problems, because those parents were really concerned abouttheir kids. It didn't take me long to figure that out.
Somehow, if we can reach out to those who aren't really aware oftheir role as parents or aren't that sensitized and bring them inand give them some assistance, they will, like parents in HeadStart, become not only better parents, but actually become bettercitizens of the community. Their involvement in community activi-ties begins through programs like Head Start and Follow Through.I've seen it happen many times.
I we help parents become more aware of the needs of their chil-dren, realize their responsibilities and how they can carry outthose responsibilities, we have done a good service. We should notbe paralyzed by the fact that there are probably a number of fami-
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lies out there. too many. where parents and the family situation
are just so defective that under our present resources. we aren't
able to do much for them.

There are a lot of borderline families where the parents can be
helped in their parenting skills.

Dr. St1411.17- I think, also. to swing this back to the assumptions
of Follow Through. it strikes me in my experience in my local PTA
that the highest rate of turn-out is with those parents of kindergar-
ten kids because. they are eager to find out what is going on in the
school.

They art, the ernes who are more motivated. They want to hear
what the principal has to say. Often, by the time your kid gets to
sixth grade. you are. kind of an inner circle or you're out.

It seems to me that public schools need to make a maximum
effort to Mvite and involve parents of kids from the minute they
start school It they aren't welcome at that stage. it's hard to bring
them back in later on. !..0 it seems to me that's the assumption of
Follow Through. Start with those early grade's. work with the par-
ents in a positive sense from that point on. I think that is an im-
portant lesson that we can pick up on.

Chairman KII.DEF You both mentioned coordination with Head
Start. What kinds of linkage's and activities would this involve at
1 he. program lever.'

Wit.i.fae. One thmc I would just piggyback on what Tom has
just said is that in terms of parents who have become empowered
through Ilead Start, to look for a way of actively building a bridge
so that those parents and that involvement can be channeled effec-
tively through Follow Through. That would just be one example, of

leioking fOr linkages between the program providers them-
selves so that there can he. continuity in terms of the children and
the. families themselves. as well as well as what is happening in the
preigrams

Chairman t here a system of formalized linkages or ac-
tivities between I load Start and Follow Through that you are
aware of"

Dr. Scut.i.uz. I don't know.
Chairman Kii.DF.E. We generally feel that Follow Through should

serve those children who have been involved in Head Start. Can we
do more to formahze some linkage's between those two programs at
ilk' progrim level*.' If you have any ideas on that. just feel free. to
submit any of those ideas to us later.

if you don't mind, we would like to be able to maintain contact
with people like- yourselves as we go through this reauthorization
to tap your talents on this, so this will be the beginning.

Dr. Wn.LEa. Thank you.
Dr. Sext.I.Tz. Thank you.
Chairman Kit.m.a.:. Thank you very much.
Our next panel will consist of Dr. Eugene A. Ramp, President of

the National Follow Through Ansociation from Lawrence, Kansas:
Dr. Russell Busch. Director of Grant Programs, Richmond City
Public Schools. Richmond. Virginia: and Dr. Ann Adams, Follow
Through Director. Lenore County School District, Greenwood. Mis-
sissippi. who brought along the letters from the children.



We appreciate those. You can ttall the children, too, that the
Chair fbrmally took note of these letters and they will be, as I said
before. part of the official record.

Dr. ADANts. Thank you. I'm sorry they couldn't hear your coin-
nwnts.

Chairman KILDEE. Please tell Tinoata Bo Mien. John Brown. La-
tasha Carter. LaShante (=olden. LaAndria Ellis. and Robert Moore,
thank you.

Dr. ADAMS. Thank you.
Chairman lin.nEE. Now. we eau begin in any fashion. Dr. Ramp.

STATEMENTS OF EUGENE .A. KAMP. PH.D., PRESIDENT. NATIONAL
FOLIAM THROUGH ASSOCIATION: RUSSELL BUSCH. DI-
RECTOR OF GRANT PROGRAMS. RICHMOND CITY PUBLH'
SCH(H)LS. RICHMOND. VIRGINIA: ANN ADAMS. EMIL POIAAM
THROUGH DIKErrott. LEMORE COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT.
GREENWOOD. MISSISSIM
Dr. RAmr. Thank you, very much. Mr. Chairman and Mr. Taukta.

I would like to thank Chairman Kildee for this opportunity to pro-
vide testimony oh the reauthorization of the Follow Through Act.

Follow Through is an important program. It is the only Federal
program specifically designed to bridge the gap between Head Start
and the early elementary grades. We provide transitional services
to help prepare the way fbr at risk children upon entering schooi.

Most school districts are unprepared fbr the problems that these
children bring with them. Programs like Chapter 1. although excel-
lent programs fbr what they are designed to do, do not help a great
deal, partly because they are remedial in nature and partly be-
cause they only serve to supplement the regular program,
whereas Follow Through models are preventive in nature and are
designed to actually become the regular school program.

The period between Head Start and. say, the 0-iird grade is par-
ticularly critical for these kids. Just to suppor, point of view, a
recent major research study conducted out ot Ii Hopkins Uni-
versity stated. and I will just quote in part:

-By the end of third grade, children are lat., . into achieve-
ment trajectories that they follow the rest of their school years.-
That is an important thing to understand. This is. in my opinion
and I think the opinions of most of us that have worked in this
area lbr over '20 years. the most critical time for kids that are at
risk of failing. You get them here or you probably don't get them
ever.

Follow Through. like Head Start, is a comprehensive service de-
livery. program. It deals with the whole child. Follow Through is
also intensive. It is a full-day program. even at kindergarten. It in-
volves the whole classroom and often the whole school, and some-
times it is district wide.

There is also an intensive program of parent involvement. In
brief, Follow Through tries to impact the child's entire life through
our classroom and parent involvement programs.

Follow Through was originally authorized. in my opinion, to
follow up on Head Start upon entering their early elementary
grades. The reasons for authorizing the program 23 years ago are
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as compelling today a; they were then. In fact, a recent article on
the front page of The New York Times quoted a well known child
development expert on this subject. I'm quoting:

"'The problems of poor people are not going to be solved by
giving their child one year of preschool, said Edward Zig ler, a pro-
fessor a psychology at Yale University and one of Head Start's
first administrators. Mr. Zig ler says that as poor children grow
older, they continue to need the same comprehensive services and
special attention that Head Start devotes to them in the beginning
but few schools have the money or staff to provide.-

Mr. Zigter's final comment in that artide :s particularly relevant
kir the purpose of this hearing. and I am quoting again: "While
Federal aid to Head Start has increased over the years, money for
Follow Through has dried up-

Every day. Follow Through is 4eeing new and more dramatic
problems coming into our schools and classrooms. The challenges of
serving disadvantaged kids today an, actually far greater than they
were 23 years ago. I can say from first hand experience that we
already have. crack babies in our kindergarten classrooms.

The Newsweek article that Tom mentioned earlier indicated that
they were coining. Well. I've got news for Newsweek. The crack
babies are already in our sclwols. in some of our schools right now.

The other problem that we are facing that is much worse than it
ever was before is the work we are trying to do with parents. Most
of the parents of the kids we, are serving are barely more than chil-
dren themselves. and we are trying to provide them with an under-
standing of not only the educational process but what it is to be a
parent.

The task grows geometrically as wt. sit around debating various
ways to proceed. It is frustrating to those of us out there doing this
to see the problems and feel we can't really deal with them effec-
tively. statistic that we've seen first hand is that over 1300 teen-
agers give birth to a child every day. This one surprised me. More
than forty of those teenagers give birth to their third child every
dav of the year.

Po flow Through appropriations toda.. as someone noted earlier,
are one-tenth of what they were twenty .Years ago. During this
same period of time. the problems that Follow Through was sup-
posed to address have heen steadily increasing and our schools are
finding it increasingly difficult to cope.

Instead of providing quality services to 1.2 million or even
120,00n children in hundreds of schools throughout the country, we
directly support only about 12.500 children in a small number of
demonstration classrooms at the present time.

Though it is important to preserve this demonstration and train-
ing capacity, it is essential that Follow Through he allowed to
expand its ability to serve more children in more schools and with
an improved level of service.

We would like to make four recommendations that could. if nec-
essary, be implemented with little additional funding. We are
trying to be realistic, but at the same time you need to understand
the scope or the problem.

The first recommendation is that we would like the authoriza-
tion of aopropriations not to state such sums as necessary. We've
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agreed to this language in the past, to allow more flexibility in ne-
gotiations but it has also been associated with steady and signifi-
cant declines in our appropriation levels, so most of my member-
ship said to conmwnt on that and see if there isn't sonw way that
we could recommend to you that a specific amount be stated for
each year based on what you want Follow Through to do and what
you think it would cost to do it.

Second. we would like to recomnwnd that Follow Through be
more closely aligned with Head Start. This does not necessarily
mean major changes in legislation or administration of the pro-
gram. nor does it nwan that our appropriation need be significant-
ly increased.

What we would like you to consider is requiring some type of
formal communication mechanism between the two programs. This
could be as simple as a joint coordinating or planning committee or
as complex as asking Head Start to begin using developmentally
appropriate Follow Through models in their programs.

The purpose would he to increase Head Start's awareness of
Follow Through programs and to help them better prepare chil-
dren for the transition into the regular school classroom.

I have a sub-recomnwndation under that, that I'd like you to also
think about. This is more in terms of long-range planning, howev-
er. Although it is probably unrealistic to think that our appropria-
tion could ever reach that of Ilead Start's, we would like you to
consider eventually bringing Follow Through to within approxi-
mately one-tenth of Head Start's funding level, then linking the
two appropriations together on a percentage basis.

For example, when Head Start gets a two percent increase.
Follow Through appropriations automatically increase two percent.
We believe that over a ten-year period, we could be serving most, if
not all. I lead Start graduates as they enter school.

Preliminary calculationsand we've only been working on this
for a couple of weekslead us to believe. that Follow Through
models will cost about one-tentb of what Head Start costs per child.
This isn't to suggest that I kad Start is expensive, only to realize
that schools across the country are already providing three to four
thousand dollars per child for Ow average educational program.

The Follow Through add-on to that is probably not going to
amount to much. relative to the. average cost per child in school or
in Ilead Start, for that matter, so we. believe. that we could prob-
ably serve or address the needs of most Head Start kids coming
into schools within a ten-year period.

It will take some gearing up and some strategic planning, with
about ten percent or one-tenth of the Head Start appropriation.
whatever it is at the time, if our goal is to ever really try and serve
Head Start kids as they are coming out of Head Start and into the
schools.

Our third recommendation is that some type of Ibrmal connec-
tion between Follow Through. Chapter 1, Chapter 2. Even Start.
and other Federal education programs serving at-risk elementary
students, also be required in this and related authorizations, again
tying these programs together, at least with language and prefer-
ably with law.
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Although these programs approach similar issues in different
ways, there is much that can be done through better coordination
of effort and information. At the present time, for example, we are
being encouraged by the Department of Education to disseminate
our model programs through Chapter I, but the Department has
not even allowed us to participate in their regional meetings.

If language could be developed that would ensure more coopera-
tion and communication, all of these programs, including Follow
Through, will benefit. The final recommendation goes back to our
primary goal or providing increased and improved services to at-
risk students without significantly increasing Follow Through's ap-
propriation.

After wide-ranging discussions among our membership during
the past two weeks. there is a growing consensus that some type of
turnkey system needs to be developed so that Follow Through can
expand the number of schools and students servcd.

We suggest that, one. we preserve our current training and dem-
onstration capabilities: two, that we begin offering the Follow
Through programs to more new school districts and children on a
rotating basis. Under this turnkey system. a school or district
would be invited to implement Follow Through models with the
Federal Government providing a specific anwunt of money for a
limited amount of tape.

We believe that most Follow Through models could be imple-
mented and to some extent. institutionalized, within the school dis-
trict to become actually part of that system rather than an add-on
to it. within three to five years. The realistic number is probably
closer to five than three and it depends a lot on the type of model
that we're talking about.

A new school district would know at the start that they have a
certain number of years to institute the program and that they will
have to assume full responsibility for it at the end of that time. By
cycling new districts through the program every three to five
years, we could begin to serve significantly more children in
schools without significantly increasing our appropriation.

At current funding levels. however. it is important that pni un-
derstand that we will never begin to approximate serving all or
even most Head Start graduates even with a turnkey type system.

We have not worked out all of the details of this plan. but we
believe that it could be a workable solution to what many of us in
the program have long believed to be a serious problem. Everyone
wants to provide more effective services to more at-risk children,
but in our current mode, we are finding it difficult to interest new
schools in adopting effective educational programs without some fi-
nancial support.

The turnkey system would provide an incentive, seed money, if
you will, that could ultimately lead to real school reform. That's
what we are about. We are not tweaking at the edges of a system
or fine tuning an already failed system. We're talking about major
system change.

By putting a limit on the time and money a school district has to
adopt our models, we will be able to serve many more children
over the long run and implement our models in more schools than
we can under present conditions. By doing so, we may be much
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more effective in meeting the goals set out for us in our original
authorization 23 years ago.

Many other possible recommendations have been discussed
among our members, but we have selected these because we believe
they are achievable. affordable and could result in greater service
to more kids.

If you believe that these or other recommendations have merit.
we would be pleased to provide whatever technical assistance you
and the professional staff members might desire in further develop-
ing and improving upon our plans.

Thank you.
[The prepared statenwnt of Eugene A. Ramp. Ph.D.. follows:I

t;
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Chairman KILDEE. Thank you very much.
Dr. Busch.
Dr. Buscn. Thank you, Chairman Kildee, Mr. Tauke. Ladies and

gentlemen, it is an honor and a pleasure fOr me to be here this
evening and to share with you specifics with reference to the
Follow Through Program and perhaps to share some information
from a practitioner's standpoint.

I am Russ Busch. Director of' Grant Programs for the Richmond
City Schools, with the responsibility for administering over 12 dif-
ferent federally funded programs in the Richmond City Schools.

Let me first of all start off by giving you a perspective of the his-
torical ideas of' the Follow Through Program in the Richmond
Public Schools. As you have done in your introductory remarks. of'
course. the Follow Through Program. since the 1967-6s school year
was one of the first. of course. that we implenwnted in the Rich-
mond Public Schools.

In so doing, we have data and research that. certainly. we would
be happy to share that will reveal long-term effects of the Follow
Through Program in a positive sense as far as child development,
as well as the other areas of attendance in school. improved
parent/child relationship. career development, families and parent
involvement, parent education. staff development and community
involvement.

I listened intently to some of the previous testimony ai . some of
the questions raised. As a practitioner in the school system. cer-
tainly, of course. I would he in a position to supply some of these
answers from the standpoint of the Richmond City Schook.

can assure you, first of all, that there is a very unique place for
the. Follow Through Program in terms of education ir America
and, most specifically. in my district in the Richmond City Schools.

In 1977. our p:ogram received national validation as a resource
center by the Joint Dissemination Review Panel. Upon doing this.
we were able to disseminate the basic model of the Follow Through
Program which was the home school model. throughout the coun-
try, as such. In so doing. we have record and documentation of 22
adoptions in terms of' this particular model.

In response to oiw of the questions, regarding implementation of
the model. I can assure you. that there. has been true implementa-
tion and success in many of these districts ihat have adopted our
model.

We. of course, find that there is a positive aspect. too, in terms of
Follow Through being linked to a model sponsor. specifically uni-
versities and colleges. One of the basic thing's that it has done. in
doing this, is to give linkage not only in terins of' home and school
but also in terms of higher ed.

We have been able to keep at least a degree of sensitivity on
higher ed levels in terms of some of the problems that we, as prac-
titioners in public school systems. are experiencing and certainly,
of course, we feel that the higher education areas would be in a
position to better prepare for students that would be forthcoming
to the colleges and universities.

We are very pleased, also. to report that in terms of the links
that we have presently with the high school curriculum model, the
primary goal of this model includes numerous ways that teachers.
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parents and coimnunities. of course, can work as volunteers in
working with children and improving them in certain areas.

Three of them we recite. such as pursuing interests and ideas,
living and working successfully with each other. and, using a wide
range of intellectual and physical abilities,

Program outcomes of this model evidenced development in chil-
dren of a broad range of skills that are essential fiir successful
living in a rapidly changing society. The curriculum enhanced ini-
tiative of students by providing them with materiak, equipment
and time to pursue activities of their choosing.

There are a variety of characteristics of families that we serve in
our Follow Through program. One of the bottom lines that We find
in terms of this is the fact that. in many instances, in our core City
of Richmond, these are single parents that we are working with.

In instances, the statement that we've heard so often in
our society, babies having babies, of course, would be realistic.
Many of these mothers. for the most part. have not had an oppor-
tunity to he exposed to some of' the positive things that would be
essential in terms of training children or even rearing children.

This. we feel, is. a plus factor as far as our Follow Through pro-
gram is concerned. We have been able, through our various means
of' communicating, through our various group meetings and, more
specifically. through PA' meetings. to bring parents in to settings
where we have been able to work with them and to even assist in
the training of' these parent to be sensitized and to improve their
abilit ies and t heir skills to work with their youngsters.

There are some positive results of the Follow Through Program
in the Richmond Public Schools that I would like to cite. Basically,
there are six that I have listed here that I would just briefly share
with you.

First. from the standpoint of parent participation. we have
foi.md. through the Follow Through Program, that it has been a
great source, as well as resource, to encourage and to have parents
come in and participate. I think one of the previous questions
asked was what kind of nnpact this program may have had on par-
ents and parental involvement.

I would certainly testify that it has had a very positive impact
from the mere fact that not only in my system, but in some of the
adopted systems, we've gotten letters back commenting that they
have recognized an increased involvement of parents as a result of
the program.

In many instance's, these persons have had a need for some type
of vehicle to bring them together, not just for the sake of meeting.
but to bring them together for constructive kinds of discussions.
even to the extent of some how-tos and how-to-dos. as far as work-
ing with children.

Additionally. we hold monthly demonstration dissemination
workshops to work with parents and other school divisions or dis-
tricts that have come to share our particular model.

Third would be community support. We have a variety of testi-
mony that we could share. One that most readily comes to mind is
that we've had the business community rally around our Follow
Through Program. recognizing as has been said by Mr. Poshard,
the idea that, to get to the problem. in many instances, of young-
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sters that we are experiencing today, certainly, it would rest with
the home and the idea of getting to parents.

Through that. we've had some support not only from the busi-
ness community but even from a practicing dentist, who recognized
that we had limited funds and that these youngsters had some very
acute needs for dental work and the like. He volunteered time and
effort to say. "If' these youngsters can get to my office or if you can
get them to my office. I will surely work with them.- It's a matter
of getting not only to the parents. hut certainly. raore importantly.
to the children.

We have garnered positive community support through our
Follow Through Program,

Additionally. as I mentioned, the idev of parent advisory commit-
tee activities. This, as I said. is not just a meeting for the sake of' a
nweting. but training activities and specifIcs that help parents to
work with their children.

We have. had positive relationships with our model sponsors. as
I've indicated. and through university contacts and the like. We've
been able to collectively come forth with ideas to share as to how

can effectively meet the needs of the boys and girls in our
Follow Through Program.

There are some examples that I can give in a variety of ways
with reference. to the success of the Richmond Follow Through Pro-
gram from the standpoint of parents. Before doing that. there is
one other item that I would like to mention that we feel we've had
quite a bit of success with as far as Follow Through is concerned.

We annually sponsor a Parenting is Basic Conference. We have
done this tor the last 1:.! years. In sponsoring this conference, which
is put on by the Follow Through Program, we have been able to
attract parents. the business community and community personnel
to this particular conference and exchange ideas, not just from the
standpoint of improving the educational opportunities for boys and
girls. but to improve- our community.

As you will perhaps be aware of. Richmond. unfortunately. like
many, many of the other locations throughout the country. has
become sort of a mecca fin- crime.

We till. through our vehicle of parental involvement, through
the communications that we have been able to get out, that we
have been able to at least make some indentation in terms of com-
municating to parents and perhaps preventing some of the poten-
tial problems that could precipitate from some of the core city situ-
ations that exist in our city.

We have some parents that have been involved in a variety of
ways, but there are two testimonies I'd like to share briefly. One is
with reference to, and we conferenced with these individuals before
departure. a Mr. and Mrs. Griffin. a husband/wife team.

Prior to their involvement in Follow Through, I think that one of
them had not even completed the eighth grade and the other did
Ilnish high school. As a result of the kind of training, the incentive
and the positive effects that they have garnered through the
Follow Through Program, we are very pleased and very proud.

Mr. GriffIn is hut just a testimony, as well as his wife, to the
kind of success stories that we've realized in terms of parent in-
volvement in Follow Through. As a result of that, Mrs. Griffin has



gone on to complete a college degree. She is a very productive citi-
zen and, not only that. but in the area of social services.

As she has commented to me time and time again, she definitely
knows, of course, many of the kinds of concerns that our parents
have because she has been there. Mr. Criftin is now a journalist
and a photographer with one of the local newspapers. very actively
involved, with the Follow Through Program.

The additional story would be with reference to a Ms. Essie
Miller who was a school drop-out. At one point. Ms. Miller had
made it quite dear that she saw no d.rection in life for herself or
for her children.

Through her involvement in the Follow Through Program, Mrs.
Miller was the redpient of a scholarship just this past October as a
result of a scholarship foundation that was established in the name
of one of our former supervi s of the program.

She is now attending one of the local community colleges and
doing quite well academically.

As the result of these kinds of testimonies and the like, the spin-
off effect certhinly rests with the children. We see positive self
esteem that these youngsters now have been able to garner, not
only through the success of their parents but through the involve-
nwnt of their parents in the Follow Through Program.

I would want to say in closing that we would very, very strongly
recommend the authorization of Folkw Through and certainly
stand available to give testimony and specifics as far as the success,
as well as the nmny. many benefits and the uniqueness of the
Follow Thnnigh Program as it has impacted the Richmond Public
Schools.

Thank you.
1The prepared statement of Russell M. Busch. Ed.D.,
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Chairman KILDEE. Thank you very much. Dr. Busch. I particular-
ly appreciate your addressing the question I raised earlier about
parenting. I think that is a very important element in this pro-
gram and you certainly are emphasizing that in your program in
Richmond,

Dr. Adams.
Dr. ADAMS. iThairman Kildee, thank you for the opportunity to

express r-iy views on the reauthorizztion of Follow Through. I have
come to know directors of other Follow Through Programs and
have been very impressed by their models. but I know my own
model best and most of my comments will have to do with the
model used in my district.

My district is the Lenore County School District in Northwest
Mississippi. It is a flat farmland area in the Mississippi River
Delta. After reviewing several Follow Through models, we chose
the model of High S.ope Educational Research Foundation in Ypsi-
lanti. Michigan. It is the cognitive oriented curriculum model.

We have been very pleased with the model and, as a result of
using it. can say that because of Follow Through. young children
from low income homes have been more successful in school.
Ninety-five percent of the Follow Through children in our district
are low income.

As you may see in our written testimony, research shows that
the achievement test results of our Follow Through children is re-
markably higher than that of non-Follow Through children in the
same school.

I was interested in Mr. Tauke's comments concerning whether
Follow Through should serve primarily as a demonstration func-
tion or serve as a larger scale program fbr educating children. My
answer would be that there is a great need for both.

As an administrator in a district in which ninety percent of the
children are low income. I dream of being able to serve all of our
primary children through Follow Through. As I see what Follow
Through means to our children. I feel a missionary zeal to tell
others so that they can also institute Follow Through to serve their
children.

In his September 2s, 199 address at the Educathn Summit,
President Bush referred to the estimate of the National Assess-
ment of Educational Progress. that fewer than one out of four high
school juniors can write an acceptable letter of persuasion.

In your folders are those letters that you mentioned that were
written by some of our third grade Follow Through children. Their
children. Mrs. McCain. told them that you were trying to decide
whether to continue Follow Through, and some of them wanted to
write you. She gave them your address, but she didn't tell them
what to say and she didn't check their letters or correct them. She
just sent them to me.

I would like to read one of these letters now:
"Dear Mr. Chairman, I love Follow Through. I've learned a lot of

things in this class. We have so many things to help us learn. I
love to do lots of things in Follow Through, Mrs. McCain makes
things to help us do better in class. Please do not take the Follow
Through Program away. If the program is cut, the other boys and
girls will not have the opportunity to do the things we did in
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Follow Through. We love Follow Through very much and, please.
do not take it away from the other boys and girls. Very truly
yours, LaShante Golden.-

Chairman KILDEE. We should CC copies of that to my good
friend; Richard Darman and the President. Go ahead.

Dr. ADAMS. These letters may not be written perfectly, but we
believe that eight-year-olds who write letters like this will be high
school juniors who can write adequate letters of persuasion.

Chairman Ka.DEE. On that, again. I read the letters and that
type of testimony is too often overlooked, not only in Follow
Through but in all the education programs. We are so consumer
oriented in other areas, but very often, not sufficiently so when it
comes to education.

if those who are receiving the services have a good feeling about
it. we should probably show some wisdom by listening to them.
That's why I decided to place the letters in the official record.

Dr. ADAMS. Thank you for that. The educational services to
Follow Through children would not be assumed by Chapter 1 or
Chapter 2 if Follow Through were discontinued. Chapter 1 is a re-
medial program. Its focus is on correcting children's academic defi-
ciencies after they develop. Follow Through is preventive.

Chapter 1 pulls children out of' their classes for extra help in
reading or mathematics or language; in our district and, I believe,
in most, children are served only in the one area in which they are
most behind.

Follow Through serves children in their own classrooms in read-
ing and mathematics and language arts and science and social
studies and art and physical education and all other parts of the
curriculum.

Although our process or how we teach could be adopted by Chap-
ter 1, it is not the present intent of the law that Chapter 1 he used
to teach the entire child the entire curriculum. None of the chil-
dren who wrote .ou the letters would presently be served if there
were no Follow Through.

One transferred into our district at the beginning of this year.
The others were in Follow Through last year and their achieve-
ment test scores are too high to qualify them for Chapter 1 serv-
ices.

We feel very strongly that a powerful primary program for the
entire kindergarten through third grade period is important to
firmly consolidate the gains made in overcoming the educational
disadvantage of a low income backgrote.d.

Chapter 2 funds in my district are used to assist with programs
for student drop-out prevention, curriculum development, teacher
effectiveness training, staff development training and gifted and
talented projects. Chapter 2 funds are not adequate to take the
place of Follow Through. nor do the two programs serve the same
needs.

The dissemination function of Follow Through would best be
served by maintaining the Follow Through Program. The 1987 re-
authorization of the Follow Through Program placed greater em-
phasis on dissemination and demonstration.

Beginning with this changed emphasis. our model. High Scope.
has increased its dissemination efforts and has helped us to im-

fil



prove ourselves as demonstration sites. We are finding an almost
overwhelming interest among other educators and corporate spon-
sors to implement the effective approach that we are using.

Because of our personal commitment to the program. we know it
works. We can be much more effective in encouraging others to
adopt the program than could a disinterested entity that is spread-
ing information about hundreds of programs. More importantly. if
Follow Through were ended and the demonstration cla.sses were
closed, there would be no Follow Through. There would be nothing
to disseminate.

In his same address at the Education Summit, President Bush
enumerated five areas in which he envisioned reform. I will briefly
relate these five areas to Follow Through.

First, the day when every student is literate. Follow Through is
successful. There is proof that children are learning. Our students
:ire literate.

Two, a day when our educational system will be unafraid of di-
versity. The National Follow Through concept was designed as an
experimental planned variation program whereby a number of dif-
ferent approaches to early childhood education were implemented.
Diversity is an integral part of Follow Through. Each model is dif-
ferent. Adopters are free, as we were, to examine several models
and choose the one or ones that best suit their needs.

Three, a day when choice among schools will be the norm, when
parents will be free partners in the education of their children. The
parent component, as others have already said, is an essential part
of F9llow Through.

We have parent committees and encourage extensive parental in-
volvement. Last year. our Follow Through parents were so excited
about Follow Through and what it was doing for their children
that they insisted on paying for a banquet for other parents, school
personnel. community members and Follow Through children.

These were low income parents who paid out of their own pock-
ets because they were so excited about Follow Through, they
wanted other people to know about it. These are partners in the
education of their children.

Fourth, a day when we use accurate assessments, carefully
linked to our educational goals. From the beginning, Follow
Through has been held to high accountability. Each of our objec-
tives is carefully evaluated. You have seen the results of my dis-
trict's assessments in reading, mathematics and language. All
Follow Through sites conduct assessments of their goals.

Fifth, an educational system that never settles fbr the minimum
in academics or in behavior. We Follow Through sites have ex-
tremely high expectations for our children. We are determined to
help every child develop his full potential. Since we don't know
what that potential is, we must aim very high indeed, so that we
will not underestimate what an individual child can do.

Our test results indicate that we do not settle for the minimum.
When children are working successfully on activities they find
meaningful. as they do in Follow Through, their behavior is exem-
plary.
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May I conclude by responding to the President's statement that
accountability also means we must act on what we discover. We
have discovered that Follow Through is successful in accomplishing
what it was designed to do. Let us act on this discovery by reau-
thorizing Follow Through. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Ann Adams. Ed.D., follows:l
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Lenore County School District, 1901 Highway 82 West,
Greenwood, MS 38930 (601) 453-8566

Statement Prepared for Submis u .to the Subcomittoo
on Numan Resourcesi_ House Co .ttee on Education and
Laborebyuary_219901 by_Ur.. Ann A. Arbims, Foltrw
Throu_qh. Director _befjor.e County_School_pi.stOct .

Chairman Itildoe, Members of th Conaluttee, thank you tor
the opport un. it -y to express my views on reauthorizing the
Follow Through Program.

I have come dS on advocate tor tho continuod
reauthorization of Follow Through:

(1) Because of Follow Through, young childron flom low-
income homes have been more successful in school.

(2) Because of the comprehensive notoxe of the Follow
Through Program, children's lives have been changed.

(3) The educational Services to Follow Through children
would not be assumed by Chapter I or Chapter II.

(4) Sponsors are an important part of the Follow Through
Program.

(5) The dissemination function of Follow Through would
best be served by maintaining the Follow Through
Program.

The rationale fur thuso statements is os follows.

(1) BeCduse of Follow Through, young children from low-
income homes have been more successful in school.

Ninety-five percent of the children in the Leflore
County School District's Follow Through Program are
classified cis low-inrome. When compared with similar
children within the District, the Follow Through children aro
more successful. A comparison was made using the most recent
administration of the California Achievement Tests, April
1989. These results revealed that the first, second, and
third grade Follow Through students (FT) scored significantly
higher in mathematics, reading, and language at each grade
level than did the non-Follow Through students (Non-FT) in
the same school.

14
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Results of t-tests Comparing NCE Scores
of Independent Groups, April 1989

California Achievement Test

Subject Grade Direction of t_ratio
Signi0.cant_piftprence

Language 1 FT > Non-FT 5.09*

Math I FT > Non-FT 4.18*

Reading 1 FT > Non-FT 7.69*

Language 2 FT > Non-FT
Math 2 FT > Non-FT 9.28*
Reading 2 FT , Non-FT 6.85*

Language 3 FT , Nor-FT 5.30*

Math 3 FT > Non-FT 5.39*
Reading 3 FT > Non-FT 3.94*

* Significant at greater than .001 level ol cOn
df (degrees of freedom) 38

In addition to having higher test scores, the Follow
Through children are developing thinking skills. In Januol

1990 a visitor in a Follow Through classroom observed two
kindergarten children. The children wanted to read some
written material they had located. Atter a brief discission
between themselves, the children went to the computer area ;

their classroom. One child read out the material, letter Ly
letter. The other child typed in the letters. They then ha.1
the computer's speech synthesizer read the material to them.

This behavior is typical of the independent problem solving

skills developed by our Follow Through children.

d Wt.

(2) Because of the comprehensive nature of the Follow
Through Program, children's lives have boon changed

The Follow Through Program provides health, nutritional,
psychological, social, and spvech and language services to
Follow Through children. In our program there Was a first
grade child with a physical problem. The nature of the
problem was such that the other children were repulsed by the

child's appearance. Rejected by his peers and many adult:,
the child began to exhibit emotional problems. His mother
worked at a part-time minimum wage job, and his father did

seasonal farm work. His family had no insurance or other
resources to have his physical -roblem corrected. Through
the Follow Through Program, med 41 services were provided t
surgically cure his condition. This child's life was chang,d
by Follow Through's comprehensive services.
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(3) The educational Services to Follow Through children
would not he assumed by Chapter I or Chapter II.

Chapter I is a remedial program which is provided to
correct students' educational deficiencies after these
academic defects develop. The Follow Through Program is
designed to prevent educational deficiencies. The Follow
Through Program attempts to assist low-income children in
developing to their full potential. Our mission is not the
same as that ot Chapter I. Both programs are needed. No
single peOgram will be successtul with every child.

Because of the successful achievement of Follow Through
children, if our Chapter 1 guidelines were applied to Follow
Through, no first and only two second grade children would
have been able to return to the program this year. They
would have scored too high to quality to remain in the
program. Wily seven of the first, second, and thitd grade
children in the program did not score above the fiftieth
percentile in reading, mathematics, and/or language. Of
these seven, four were being served by special education and
would not have been served by Chapter I, anyway. We believe
that serving children for the entire four years is important
for long lasting impact. Even with our excellent results, we
do not believe that one year in a program is sufficient to
overcome the educational disadvantage of a low-income
background.

In my District, Chapter II funds are used tor programs
for student dropout prevention, curriculum development,
teacher effectiveness training, staff development training,
and gifted and talented projects. These are all important
needs and share the allocation of less than sixty-three
thousand dollars. Chapter 11 funds could not be stretched to
also meet the needs of our Follow Through children if Follow
Through were discontinued. OL77 District is not the only one
which is already using its Chapter 11 funds and its Follow
Through funds to the full extent possible.

(4) Sponsors aro an important part of the Follow Through
Program.

Because they developed the approaches demonstrated by
local Follow Through projects, the sponsors have a dedicated
commitment to ensuring that the approaches are successfully
implemented. They assist the local projects in maintaining a
high degree of excellence and accountability. Using current
research and research generated by implementation of the
models, the sponsors have been able to make revisions to
improve the delivery of instruction. In our District's case,
in 1988 our sponsor recommended the addition of a computer
area in each classroom. This addition has had a great impact
on our program. This alteration in the program was not

Pi;
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available in 1968 when our program began. Follow Through
programs are not static. All things change. The sponsors
help ensure that the changes are positive and that revisions
and improvements are made as appropriate.

Having local projects implement the sponsors' models has
been an excellent plan. The local projects servo children
and their families, deliver instruction, and evaluate the
models from a very practical, realistic point of view. Local
projects provide a school setting for implementation of the
models and for demonstrating the models to others. Through
the implementation of a model in a real school witl: real
children, parents, and teachers, it is possible to proclaim,
-This program works!- It is also possible for other
educators to see that the model is successful, rather than
merely hear developers describe a program they claim sould
work.

(5) The dissemination function of Follow Through would
best he served by maintaining the Follow Through
Program.

Critics may say, -Follow Through has met its objectives
and should, therefore, be terminated.- Is this the approach
wp want to use in education? Becasse Follow Through has
demonstrated that it is successful, tt should be abandoned7
Do schools no longer have entering kindergarten and first
grade children from low-income homes, children who attended
Head Start, children who need help in developing to their
full potential? Is there no longer a role for parents in
their ehildren's education? Are there no longer educators
for whom -Seeing is believing- and who, therefore, need to
visit demonstration sites before effecting change in their
own districts?

High Scope Educational Research Foundation, our
District's sponsor, is making extensive contacts ant. findirs3
enormous educator and corporate interest in observing and
implementing our model. Without the demonstration sites,
those interested in adoption would have no place to examinc
the program in action to determine whether or not the model
would fit their needs.

Educational professional literature gives us innumerable
written suggestions for ways to educate children. However,
opportunities to see successful programs in action are rare.
Even more limited are the mechanisms to allow educators to
learn about a successful program, observe it in operation,
and be taught how to implement it in their awn districts.
Sponsors are particularly competent in managing the
information and imulementation components of this apparatus.
0eMonstration zite.i provide the "proof of the pudding", the
persuasive evidence that a model works. The demonstration
sites also are effective in assisting adopters in learning

7



how to implement the model in their own districts. There is
nothing so convincing SS watching children at work and
talking with a teacher who uses and totally believes in that
program.

Wit:lout Follow Through, there would Fo nothing to
disseminate.

Should Follow Through then remain as it is now designed?
Low-income children and parents are being served through a
comprehensive educational program. Parents are learning to
take part in action COAMittOOS and increasing their
involvement in their children's education. Dissemination of
these successful programs is increasing and becoming more
productive. The continuation of Follow Through is important.

Perhaps, however, some changes could be Ltoneficial. As
we have informed other educators ehout our program, our
District has found many who were interested but lacked tends
to implement the model. A suggestion has been made that
perhaps Follow Through should have two parts. One part would
be the sponsors and local demonstration sites and the self-
sponsored programs, as they currently are fundea and operate,
serving children and families and disseminating and
demonstrating successful programs. The other part would be
the adopters. Districts could apply for a small three to
five year grant to install the program they adopted. The
grant would pay their start-up costs, including consultant
fees. The adopters would know from the beginning that they
would be expected to assume all costs at the end of the
initial grant. This would enable the adopters to get the
programs off to a strong start so that they could become
District-sustained. This would encourage Districts to
implement these successful Follow rhrough programs. More and
more children would be served by proven programs.

In conclusion, there are many compelling reasons tor
continuing Follow Through.

Through its sponsor-public schools partnership,
Follow Through has an excellent combination of
expertise and living laboratory for managing
school Improvement programs.

The Follow Through Program has high accountability
for producing results.

Follow Through is a model for encouraging and
establishing parental involvement in schools.

Follow Through provides a model of - Jariety
of successful, proven programs for other local
schools to see in operation and then implement
in their own districts.
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Follow Through enhances the U. S. Department of

Education's opportunities to develop more effective

ways of using available resources to assist public

schools.

As financial resources become increasingly limited, it

is important tor the federal government to locate, advocate,

and continue those programs which are successful, which can

be economically implemented, and which will result in

improved educational opportunities for the children of our

country. Follow Through is such a program.
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Chairman KILDEE. Thank you very much for your teHmony, all
three of you. It's been very, very good.

Several years ago, one of' the Assistant Secretaries of Agriculture
testified that the WIC program was too successful, that they hadn't
ronlized how many numbers of women, infants and children out
there were hungry and needed this program and, because it was
too successful, it was suggested we cut back on the program.

I could never quite fathom that logic. Of course, a lot of illogical
things took place in that winter of discontent beginning in 1981,
when we had what was called reconciliation. Do you remember the
term? I 'dways thought reconciliation was something married
thople do when they have quarrels. That was certainly not an act
of love that year when we cut back on programs in a drastic way.

I am one of the few who dug my heels in and would not even
vote yes at all on any of the reconcThation programs that year, be-
tuse it was a lousy year tbr people. This program, apparently, is
so...cessful. I don't know anyone who would testify that it's not suc-
ce-zful.

I want to find some way to save a measly, by Pentagon stand-
ti, :!`i7.*.! million program. I believe in the program. Believing in it

nrd having the infbrmation and the ammunition that you people of
This panel and the panel before you provided is two different
ti
This year, the pressure is really on. I am on the Budget Commit-

tee in addition to being on this committee and we have to get the
deficit down to :914 billion, which means we have to find $36 billion

skiaeeze out of the budget, 36 billion.
Bctiire today. I was determined, but now I am even more deter-

mined. to make sure that that $36 billion does not include any
Poi Through money. They can squeeze it out of somewhere else.
They can squeeze it out of some of those redundancies across the
r,vor in that five-sided building. I think that's where I'll try to
sq ti-oze. anyway.

!! is going to be a tough year, but those who sometimes wonder
t,:,ctlier you can make a difkrence in government would have to
gt CI' that the two panels today have certainly done so by arming

u-- %k it h the information on Follow Through programs, whether
the; bt in Mississippi or Kansas or Virginia or wherever.

kids are being served with a minimum of dollars, really. I don't
know how. You stretch those dollars pretty well. I don't think that

,yone would find any $3,009 or $30,000 coffee pots in your pro-
. :.,rns or any $600 toilet seats that Cap Weinberger was trying to
no% when he was Secretary of Defense.

What I find is that people like yourselves who testify or peopleho are in your profession will never be rich. I hope you live a
fairly comfortable life, but you'll never be rich. You are in there
because you really are dedicated to education and to kids. That
dedication enables those dollars to go a long way.

I think we can better compensate our educators and still be care-
611 with our dollars. I appreciate your dedication to the program
:nld the fact you make this program so cost efficient. I don't think
anyone is questioning that part of it. I certainly don't question it.

:%70 job is going to be to try to make sure we reauthorize Follow
chrough and then go over to the Appropriations Committee. First

79
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of all, we'll make sure the Budget Committee leaves room for this
with some assumptions in the budget resolution and then it will go
to the Apvropriations Committee.

While I ni in kind of a philosophical, preaching mood today. I do
have some questions, also. All of you touched pretty well on the
whole idea of parenting. I find this very important in programs,
that to the degree we can have parents involved, we can help kids
by teaming together the professional educator and the parent.

Dr. Busch, you mentioned that parental involvement in Rich-
mond in the Follow Through Program is greater than in other pro-
grams. Why is this so? Do you do anything specific or is it just that
you reach out for those parents in some fashion?

Dr. BUSCH. Yes, I feel that that is the big impetus, the fact that
we do reach out for those parents and Follow Through is an excel-
lent vehicle to do it.

The other thing that I think has made for that kind of difference
is the fact that, as you may recall originally. when Follow Through
first was developed, we were in a position to have funds that would
train parents, to enable them to become mole productive in terms
of either their job, employment or even to the point of going back
to school to better themselves in terms of being more productive, at
least from the standpoint of economics as well as education.

Many of the parentsthat's one of the other things that I feel
has been sort of a carry-over. Many of those original parents. we
have testimonies where some of those parents who started off with
Follow Through are now even teachers in the system. That kind of
thing has carried over.

Others are believers. They see real life examples that these per-
sons have been able to pull themselves up by the bootstraps and
become positive and productive citizens. and they feel that that in-
centive is there and they would like to see it there.

So, yes. I do feel that has been sort of a carry-over to encourage
that kind of a thing.

Chairman Kii.nm. We very often talk about capital programs,
capital investment programs that should be accounted for in a
budget in a different way because they are long-term capital invest-
ments. Would you look upon the Follow Through program as an in-
vestment, this $7.2 million?

Do you think, in the long haul, that the Federal Government will
recoup these dollars from this investment in children and parent
involvement?

Dr. BUSCH. Again, most definitely. I don't want to hog this. but I
would say most definitely.

Let me just cite something that was very touching to me as re-
cently as this morning. I think it is most germane to our discussion
ilerP nnw. Prior to leaving Richmond. I was involved with about 35
parents in a meeting. It was very interesting.

There was in attendance a grandmother. She pulled me aside.
She ha.-4 been very regularly in -olved in some of our parenting ac-
tivities. 3he pulled me aside and she simply said to me that she
was very, very concerned and she wasn't feeling too well, so she
wouldn't be able to stay the full meeting. I explained to her that I
would be leaving, too.
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The point that she made was simply this. We had a murder in
Richmond last evening, a 17-year-old child that was shot in one of
tAir project communities. She indicated that two of her grandchil-
dren were victims of similar type slayings. She has one other
grandson whom I assume to be in the Follow Through or at least at
that age.

She simply said to me that she was hereat least in the meet-
ingwith the idea that she was hoping that she could encourage
her younger granddaughter, so this must have been a great-grand-
:hill. to come out and get involved and to, quote, learn how to be a
.4uod parent so that that great-grandchild, t youngest one, would
tiot be a victim as the other two that she referenced.

It was a very touching story and, sir, I was very interested in
that because it really sort of gave me the kind of projection and
impetus to come here today. I think in terms of the many types of
tcstimonies out there that are very similar to that. T know that this
plrent has been very, very active in our Follow Th. ough Program,
this grandparent, anyway. This was one of the touching experi-
ences that I had as recently as this morning.

Chairman KILDEE. The Ypsilanti School studies on Head Start in-
dicated that this is a program that clearly, just from a fiscal point
.3t iew. setting aside education and morality, but from a fiscal
roint of view, actually saves the government dollars through dol-
;ars not being spent on remediation later or being spent on subse-

delinquency programs or incarceration.
Has a similar study been made of Follow Through?
Dr. RAMP. Gene Ramp. No. I guess I should start by pointing out

o yOU that that study conducted, the Perry Preschool Project at
Ypsilanti High School was developed by Dave Weickert who also
-ponsors a Follow Through model.

chairman K1LDEE. You mentioned that is the model you are
ysing at your school.

Dr. RAMP. In fact, that's the model that Dr. Busch is using, as
v,-(.11, It just was coincidental that two people from the same model
i:Ippened to be selected fbr this panel. It is all interconnected.

Follow Through, though. per se. has never had the funding. The
Perry Preschool Project was funded through a collection of Federal,

and private nonprofit funding, the Ford Foundation, Carne-
t!ie. there were lots of sources of funds for that. There has never

on that kind of interest in Follow Through, in part, I think be-
c.ause it is not the big program.

I mean. that study was really geared to comment on Head Start,
ipdirectly, at least. A lot of people have taken it as a direct state-
ment on Head Start, although I don't think many of the kids actu-
ally were in Head Start Programs, per se. The notion is preschool
does make a difference.

What it didn't say, because the data were never collected, is that
most of those kids were also part of Follow Through. We know,
without collecting the hard data. I was at a graduation at PS 77 inthe South Bronx a couple of years back. Their third krade Follow
l'hrough graduation class had a speaker who was a sophomore or

junior at Cornell who had graduated from the Follow Through Pro-
gram some 15 years earlier.
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This is a kid from the South Bronx. The odds against him were
probably eight or nine to one that he would either be in jail or on
drugs or dead by that age. but here is, a college sophomore or a
junior back speaking to a group of Head Start kids.

We've got hundreds and hundreds of examples of things like this.
but there has never been the capability to put it together in any
meaningful data base.

Chairman KILDEE. It is interesting that very often, in the world
of finance, steps are taken to protect one's investment. The Perry
Preschool Study indicated that this was an investment.

It would be interesting to have a separate study to show that
Follow Through does tend to protect that investment by following
through. How do we protect that investment and how well does it
serve us to protect that investment? I'm sure we could derive some
objective data if a study were made on that.

Dr. ADAMS. If I might comment on that?
Chairman KILDEE. Sure.
Dr. ADAMS. In my written testimony, where we were comparing

our Follow Through children with the non-Follow Through chil-
dren. the achievement test scores. we do take Head Start children
into Follow Through, but we can't serve all the Head Start chil-
dren, so some of the children who unfortunately were on the low
i-nd were Head Start children, but the gains made in Head Start
had not been continued because they weren't a part of Follow
Through, and we think that's important.

Chairman KiwEE. That would indicate that a study would prob-
ably bring us the same information. that Follow Through is a
means of protecting our investment in preschool education.

The hearing has been very, very good today. We do, as I say, ben-
efit from these hearings. It helps the program. We will leave the
record open for ten additional days or two weeks for the inclusion
of any additional testimony.

I look forward to working with the three of you, as I do with the
previous panel. This is the beginning rf I relationship. We may be
calling upon you specifically in thc- future, both before the reau-
thorization and after that. You are on our lis; of resource people
now.

So, I want to thank you very much and, with that, we will stand
adjourned.

Dr. ADAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chah man.
Dr. BUSCH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. RAMP. Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman KILDEE. Thank you.
(Whereupon, at 3:55 p.m., the committee was adjourned.f
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]
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STATEMENT OF CONGRESSMAN MAJOR R. OMENS
ON TUE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE FOLLOW THROUGH PROGRAM

February 21, 1990

I appreciate this opportunity to express my enthusiastic support

for the reauthorization and expansion of the Follow Through program.

The Follow Through program sponsored by the Bank Street College of
Education at PS 243 in the Bedford-Stuyvesent neignborhood of my
congressional district has made an important difference in the lives of
the children end families it serves. Approximately 450 low-income
youngsters enrolled in kindergarten through third grade are served at
PS 241; about Sot of them previously participated in Head Start,
Project Giant step, or other comparable pre-school programs. Follow
Through has enabled these children to maintain and strengthen the gains
they made in pre-school and has helped PS 243 to become a successful
school in an extraordinarily difficult environment. More than 70% of
its students continue to achieve at or above grade level on city-wide
tests at the secoul grade.

Through a rich curriculum, Follow Through students at PS 241 are
encouraged to use language, writing, drawing, and other fsrms of

representations to communicate their understandings to each other and
to the adults who work with them. Recognizing the importance of
experience to the healthy development of children, the curriculum
attempts to provide first hand experiences that allow children to

expand their understanding of the world. Follow Through students, for

example, have been active participants in anthropological digs at the
nearby Weeksville Houses, one of the oldest free African-American
communities in the United States. Artifacts collected by the children
have become part of a mini-museum which is maintained at the school.

Follow Through has also dramatically strengthened the involvement

of parents and other family members in the education of the school's
students. On 4 recent night last month, more than 270 fathers and

father surrogates came out with their children to participate in

"Fathers' Night" at the school. "Grandparents' Day" brings out hundreds

of grandparents to the school every year to visit with their

grandchildren and participate in other events.
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Follow Through and other staff have also made many efforts to

address the serious, unmet health and social services needs of many of

the sChool's students. The effects of the "crack° epidemic on this

neighborhood have been devastating. Many children live in formal, as

well as informal foster care situations because their parents have died

or are unable to care for them. Some teachers try to address the unique

needs of these and other students by making home visits accompanied by

the Follow Through neighborhood worker; other teachers show their

special concern for these children and families in other ways. The

program sponsor and the principal of PS 243 have also been active in

trying to locate alternative sources of funding for the special health

and social services the children need but do not now receive. Many of

these services had been provided through the original Follow Through

program, but are now no longer encouraged by the Department of

Education because of the program's very limited funding in recent

years.

The impact of the Follow Through program at PS 243 has been felt

both throughout the New York City school system and nationwide. Many

educators and education professionals visit the school every year to

see ths Bank Street approach in operation. The program has also

produced some of the key leaders of New York's early childhood

community. Dr. Evelyn Castro, a former staff developer at the school,

is now the Director of the Early Childhood Education Unit of the City

Board of Education. A former direcor of the program. Mrs. June D.

Douglas, is now the coordinator of the Board of Education's Project

Giant Step pre-school progr,ns. There are professionals throughout the

school system who have been signiticantly touched by Follow Through and

who continue to carry Follow Through's important message about the need

for integrated, comprehensive programming in the education of young

children.

In these and other ways, Follow Through has made an essential

contribution to the education and development of thousands of

disadvantaged children in Brooklyn and throughout the nation. I urge

you to reauthorize and expand Follow Through so that many more children

can benefit from the unique services it has to offer.

7 5
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Follow Through:

Unique Community Based Education Programs for Children "At Risk"

Dr. Alice Paul and Dr. Amy Schlessman-Frost

The University of Arizona

We have prepared the following summary to help clarify

Follow Through's purposes and offer a vision of its leadership

role in educating young children in our democracy in the next

five years. The primary goal of the Follow Through Program is

"to develop knowledge about various educational practices that

can assist low incow children in developing to their full

potential." Follow Through is distinguished by its comprebensivu

services. It is a community based educational approach

emphasizing parents' democratic participation with the schools in

their children's education.

Follow Through's goal, to improve the school performance of

low-income children in kindergarten and primary grades, may sound

similar to other compensatory education programs, but the

distinctive Follow Through approach is its method. The best way

to explain the importance of method is the popular adage," Give a

man a fish and he eats for a day. Teach him how to fish and he

eats the rest of his life." The overall Follow Through strategy
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is to work with a community to teach all those participants in

education, the families, teachers/educators, and children, hew to

succeed in school.

Some concern has been expressed that Chapter 1 and Follow

Through duplicate efforts. There aro several distinct

differences between Follow Through and Chapter 1 in terms of

purpose, method, and direct services.

The purpose of Chapter 1 is remediation. Follow Through is

a preventative approach rather than remediation. In the field of

medicine, the benefits of prevention are clear, many ills can not

be easily fixed and are best treated by avoiding the problem.

Prcvention is equally desirable in education. Effective Follow

Through programs help prevent "failure" before it happens. The

importance of community based prevention is recognized by other

prevention areas for the 90's, particularly the War on Drugs.

Follow Through can provide models for multi-level, comprehensive

community based programs that are being sought in other human

services.

Follow Through's impact on a child is provided in a

cooperative manner with the teacher in the classroom, not as a

pull-out effort. Recent research indicates that children Nat

risk" are not best served by taking them out of the "normal"

classroom. Follow Through emphasizes integrated learning rather

than isolated remediation.

Another comparison between Chapter 1 and Follow Through is

that Chapter 1 has as its primary focus reading and math. These

2
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elements are important; yet, they are only part of the total

academic program. Follow Through, on the other hand, is a full

time, comprehensive program which deals with each Child's total

needs.

The Follow Through Sponsors and sites have extensive

experience in training. This puts Follow Through in a prime

position to offer leadership in training school personnel and

community volunteers to implement effective strategies for

meeting the needs of children and their families. The current

Follow Through emphasis on demonstration and dissemination is an

effort not to hide these shining lights under a bushel. Follow

Through, as individual sponsors and/or as s group, has the

capability of demonstrating effective educational practices

serving "at risk" children at every level and training personnel

new to teaching.

Follow Through has already established cooperative

relationships with existing community resources which xtend

rather than duplicate services provided for families. Follow

Through can provide models for closer cooperative community

efforts to maximize existing services rather than overlapping

funding.

It might be helpful to view Follow Through investment in a

community as seed money. Follow Through's relationship with a

community might be planned to change over a period of time from

strong federal support during the first few years to

progressively more local financial responsibility with total

3
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local support as the ultimate goal.

The combined twenty-two years of research based development

of early childhood education appioaches distinguishes Follow

Through programs as models for comprehensive education for

children *at risk." As a result of demonstration and

dissemination efforts, educators will recognize this valuable

resource and may avoid reinventing some wheels by utilizing this

Follow Through training expertise. Follow Through will show its

worth as a sound return on this federal investment in

compensatory education.

4
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CDCHICAGO TEACHERS CENTER
NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
xixii sis ruoc,rwv ctocArkr itiwnis main #931`, *13 "36

euttUltAtUNOWITIC M01141/041ew

FOLLOW/ TIMOUGMINKGRINI

To: The Honorable Date E. Kildee. Chairman
Subcommittee on Human Resources
320 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

From: Naomi Millender. Director
The Cultural LingtuiStic ,Sgoreach tCL.A1( follow Throuoh Ptgle.cl
Northeastern Illinois University, College of Education. Chicago Teachers' Center
3901 N. Ridgeway Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60618

Re Response tram thi? director ano reactions from various Follow Through partic pants
from the F1;144 Elementary School in Chicago tO the Follow Thfougn Congressional Re
authorization Hear Ines

Dale kaa;ri 15, 1 e.e.)0

We recognize that too many ot our nation's low income children do not start school on an cqux
footirig with meg mere fortunate counterparts.In too many caSes. Mese chadren ore rnembe!
of families who themselves nave suffered similar disadvantagement. The 'Cycle of
Disadvamagemenr has helped to perpetuate a ruttier of poverty which continueS to drain the
human anct material resources of our land

a 'glimmer of light' called the National Follow Through Pictsaf art'. has enabled many
thousands of low. income Americans to utilize their f.chooling in order to successfully taiti;,
through Inis 'cycle of disadvantagernenr.

Eellow Through Ctlitdren grad:rale tram the primary grades ftt - 3, and literally "clisappi-ar
into me school elitttstream because marry Ot the fell tale signs Of disadvantagement *Mei !N..
would have carried tor lite have been eradicated. Alt of our evidence indicates that.

Foeow Through children ale among those who stay in school longer arid graduate.

12i Follow Through children leave primary grades with more behaviors that
intermediate teachers reward,

(3) Follow Through children (and their parents} have a better appreciation for the io
ot schooling in their lives and strive to make the most of it. and

01) F oirow Through children eventually become productive and positive American
Citizens.

0
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Ct. A:Follow Through Responses - Page 2

Foacw Through has otfered children and their tamales a positive vision of their chances toStIcceed within our society Success breeds sucress, and Follow Through childrn are succmt,frOftl thsr (fatty grades.

Follow Through re-organizes the schooling that tow- Mcdale Children feCerve in Order to giveevery child en equal opportunity to learn. The negative behaviors at low.income soc:al;:at,onare replaced by more positive behaviors.

Follow Through understands the often hidden etfects of poverty. and helps teachers,administrators and parents to remnr:e these effects and teaches them how to deal elttucto,with thorn in a positive and constructive mariner

Wah the Venison of the nation now focused on early childhood education, let uu not tor:;,th:e chiiert heed comprehens,6e oral Or preverthvO progfarns_gmokaigul their kinoeroarrei,,1172 prenary gradvs 3y One v ear or two of a pre-school. as all the research !Viz:ales.
.1Correct beginning. But it a Omy the start.

;:t.7,: of trite PuttOr Demorlstaf:,,n Scp.;:cl ,n C,n,cjga, s,fe of the Cultural LingurshcApproach Fallow Through Project's Oern.,,Psfraborr sct)cff arid the Fgfow_rh..2L12n I'.
ta t(Ora ,77 rhahncr tO Mu M.A.?, appfeciatorr ath,77:1aLithor,:e Follow Through.

Sqnea.

)/
Lt..0 b 1

Naomi ?Allender Director
L;nspistC ApOtQaCtifjth2A
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CLAPollow Through Responses - Page 3

Tne Cultural Lc iguistic Approach! Follow Through Project - Futter School, Chicago, Illinois.

The Fuller Demonstration School in Chicago, site of the CLA Follow Through ProjeCI. would like

to suggest that some of the funds set aside or earmarked for early childhood educalloh programs

he put into the Follow Through programs. Children make great gair19 In Head Stall and in Whet

pre-schoot iducational programs. We do not want ma chredren to lose this great Start. Thus,

addoilal funds can and should be invested in programs, such as Follow Through, whirh

the childrenS gains and which result in additional progress with other programs initiated at

the pre.school or Head Start level

The firs; . Second and third grade', are vitally important It Is the time when children begin to

sy,i,nosize informaPon learned previously. To ignore children at the most crucial

ce..vopmentat periol in their schooling is a travesty! Educators everywhere understand the

reat iiroortance e thi pimary grades We must pass this understanding on to our

Co'Oss,Onaf representatives.

joLL waik into tne front door of a Follow Through classroom, you know right away !hal

sciriem,ng specai is go,no on here. Children are actively engaged in teaming because their

ciassioom is Sot uP to Promote the skills, and not to penalize children whose school behaviors

often do not 'match' the ideal which leacnerr were taught irt college. My viSion for the future of

Follow Through is for this whole program to be throughout the school. I want it apparent that

sommti,ng spece.il is going on when someone walks into the front door of the School buildingi

From,

Follow Through Teachers and Teacher Aides

The Fuller Demonstration School- Chicago

4214 S. St. Lawrence Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60618
(312) 548-7610
Mrs, Bettye Turner. Master Teacher/ School Coordinator

A )
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CLA Follow Through Responses Page 4

cie,4,n;ft,e!. Porn Co Throt,gh Parents F WWI Sc.:hoot, Chicago. ltIonots:

uuti..v,5;ale tuture hena; t Anat the FOOYtt Thtoug.h Ptotram has done ter me etc..)
I used to sta, hanto and W3Ich the -soaps' when my children would go to school. One

.1.1. ;he program called me and told me to come Out and help For some reason I drd When

..trtr tjw rice n the CI4e;srem. they were SO proud They begged the tO con.e back Now.
ir a rcg,Lit school volonteec t..a.1 year I Marled classes at the ilocalt Skills Center. Ono
r---po to maybe be a teacher aide

p.u !, ,11,n tn.ngs they havo nut ewer Seen heft, (0 It C;,.e.

,' ;?, . ,c D.1,f't7.';. vim blued to make everyday Itylng a lclll beth.,

! . whole s. hoot e vace Fc;:!t.tw Throagh pnma',.1 ..1 1,1,1 Ct program all toe !MK! they are tn Iltts
1 , : .st ,

A t,.14i I !"1!( cutP Pa:11nt. I have become 3 teacher in my Own
, , tecalr,e I nlafte them upon up lbw( tvekl,

. Ay c.i.v ,..!..pui" al Ihe yald or on the porch Thr.s,

'^3..

; P it ; cit ,. ',uol .11 Ch. .igo 111,114...S
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Testimony from Bernice Starks, Follow Through Parent:

I Bernice Starks, Being a member of the Follow Through program for 5
years, do hereby give my testimony:

I do thank you God for people who care, and when they thought about a
program such as the Follow Through Program it was indeed a blessing
from the Lord The program has not only helped our children that are
belowi.oratre level, it also helped our parents to understand how to help
their children in the academic area. The program is not only a learning
experience, its also fun. With workshops for our parents about the
learning process. I've also been a parent peer tutor since Sept. 1989 , and
in that lime rye learned how to teach a child, and to run a classroom in -

any order. I enjoy the Follow Through Program, and hope for the better
that it never ends.

would like to be a Follow Through member until I'm a grandma. Mrs.

Bettye Turner, and Naomi !Allender are the greatest.

Sincerely,
Ms Starks
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SHIRLEY NEWTON -NAESHALL
TESTIMONY

I, Shirley Newton-Merehall am a Parent Peer Tutor at Fuller
School, and a Follow Through parent volunteer. At Fuller School

we have the Follow-Through Program. One out of two schools in
Chicago with this program and where the parents are able to do

more in-put .
There are 8 of us tParent Peer Tutors? and it is

great that we all are able to do more than just tutor children

who are below grade-level. It feels so good to get up in the
morning And look forward to a One-on-one with whom the teach..rs

don't have the time to work with, because of his/her Classroom

sire. This program is very important to the children and the

parents and believe me, it's working and I would ltke to see it

continue.

0 ,

testim-my
ot

Shirley NewtOn-Marshall
Fuller Schocl Follow Throug!, Proatam
4214 South St.Lawrence
Chicago, Illinois 60653
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TESTIMONY (March 1, 1990)

1, Partricia Ann James have been with the Cultural Linguistic Approach / Follow
Through Program tor 2 yearS as a Parent Volunteer. I believe in the program because
it has helped me and my three children in every way possible. This program is very
helpful to all the children that are in the program. Melville Fuller School is located at
4214 South St. Lawrence . It has a Follow Through Demonstration Resource Center
and classrooms tor the Follow Through children, plus an Achievement Center which I
work in to help the non-Follow Through children who are below grade levbl. I believe
that the skills in the Achievement Center are very helpful to the children. We, also use
our Black Theme. Black History manual tor every month. We continue to create
assembly to help them learn their culture.

Pa1ncia Ann James
Fuller School Follow Through Program
4214 S St Lawrence Ave
Chicago. III 60653
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My name is Judith Aiggins. I have been a Cultural

Linguistic Approach/Follow-Through instructor tor more

than one-half of a decade.

During this period, I have seen children grow into highly

intelligent "thinking machines". The program is
beautiful...children learn to be proud of their

heritage...self esteem flows as the children learn their

greatness. Parents are active partners in the learning

process. Children are scoring
1 1/2 years above grade level (measured by the I.T.B.S.

The Iowa Test of Basic Skills. I love this prooram .

Teacters are more than educators in Follow-Through, they are

family. Lc,ve is deeply ingrained into the program. Parents

and teachers know each other on a first name basis.

L earninl Is nortinous for all invlcved ... many Saturdays aro

spent at parent/teacher workshcps. We e...eh have urtieat" .

: tcand , be t.in In tho Follow Through

Program, pe.T.e a?0 kInr. Lear-lira B-ack Xmorlolnr-'

hIstory Is gieat, self-esteemIng WOW", I 1,ve thls piooir

... I get exciteu t!.Ink:r.; it.7,ut It. rh..z pr

IS a lot

This prgrAm makes se...era: th:n1J it er:,..0!:

that there ha,.'e always teen -..11o7".e.i.

.7our3gs Black people who ."teuld .werccma the special

roadblocks all elacks faee .
progran shows :hat !Allek.;

have acremp2 is1;ed so very much, as well as disnr:ves the uqly

preudices that have plagued Bla:k Americans tr so 1on4.

This alsc Blat*ks whn are at .the tne

str:ve ach:e..,emer:t. The seccnA thela this pre.:rim

Thr',,nh" ,:hs-ws is :n.it PlIck

ttself, whether it be tLe disoz:very ot now 'Ices !..,!t a

egetab.e, the Letlding of a great. eiecat:::ni,

the setting -!.f An _'_Iyepic le wrIt.1 :1 a

beantifai peee., is always 3 kinl d,alole-t.reampt,.

7!:rouee; teAre:er that. leh:ever.oers ive 1:-:

mi :est ne n t.e Q:a-k in-

inalas:r :7. 7%.1.

*.e1::tes t!: .



Riggins' Testimony - Page 2

Follow Through believes that one must know where he/she
,7ame from to better understand where he /she ir going. I love
'r.his program. Follow-Through has made a "believer out of
me".

tlr "r$1

ZujIrn RIciolms, Teacher
if Intt.!r7e,liar_e L'er,

4::; S. f.t. LawrerIce Ave.

r=r,53

.771

r7ri
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CHIQUITA ANN WALKER
CULTLIRAL LINGUISTIC APPROACH

I. Chiquita Arm Walker am a new parent in the Cultural LAnguistie Apt
Follow Through Program at Fuller Demonsu-aUon School ,located at 42
South St. Lawrence in Chicago. Illinois. My children and I have enjoyed
being a part of this program. I love helping the children at the school. .
Since September 1980 I've been involved in trips, and assemblys. I love the
program..

Signt'd. Cdei '1,1C14it

Chiquita Ann Walker Volunteer Parent
Fuller School Follow Through Project
4214 S. St. Lawrence Ave.
Chicago. II. 60653
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February 26, 1990

Testimony of Melody Owens. Chairperson of The Follow Through Parent
Committee, Fuller School (Chicago,

1, Melody W. Owens a Parent Peer Tutor here at the Fuller
Elementary School feel very special and thankful to be a part of this
positive natured Program. At first I too was a Follow Through parent
volunteer, only to become what I am today - a parent peer tutor who works
itoth all of the primary children in our school. Through my experience. I
have teamed various techniques on the basis of education. By attending
workshops. reading the literature and observing on my own. My perception
now is that all children cart learn. Presently I have two daughters enrolled
in the Chicago Public School System. Nekia, a first grader here at Fuller,
:s also a Follow Through student and currently on the honor roll. Tiffany
attends another school in our district. Gite is the child I was and still am
concerned about. Still with the fundamentals 1 have teamed in tutoring a
child I am able to help her. Even with more patience now, and less stress.

There is great advancement and progress toward every student that comes
thru this program. Furthermore I am the Chairperson of the Parent
Committee for the Fuller Follow Through program.

Signed,11tz! rz (

Melody Owens Chairperson
Follow Through Parent Committee
Fuller Elementary School
4214 S. St. Lawrence Ave.
Chicago. 11 5O..53

:j
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April 3, 1990

To whom ever this may concern, I am a concern parent, with a

Child in the CLA proaram, This program has really helped my son, I

am so proud of the counselors in charge, They have taken time out

to work with these children.
my son looks forward in doing the work assignmints, He enjoy

reading the books. So I urge whos ever in charge ELEaz keep this

program alive. It has helped so aany of our children, and we

thank you. ELEASE keep this program alive.

Pit Witherspou-,
FULLER S.:HOOL PARENT
CHILI/VA', :LL:NOIS


